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ABSTRACT
Math reform in schools has been the subject of considerable debate for
decades. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) defmes
the reform's goal as to promote a paradigm shift away from traditional
approaches involving rote memorization and skill training (drill) toward
problem-solving, reasoning and communication as the basis of deeper
conceptual understanding. Despite significant efforts in reform implementation,
a tension between the old and new approaches still exists and presents an
important issue for mathematics educators.
This thesis documents narratives of eight mathematics teachers selected
from the Eastern School District of St. John's, Newfoundland about how they
deal with mathematics reform and what are their accomplishments, shortages
and needs. It presents an interpretive qualitative study using in-depth
interviews and the constant comparison method of data analysis
This study reveals that teachers have a good understanding of the key
ideas underlying reform but many still feel uncomfortable and somewhat
disarmed when facing numerous challenges and lack of support which might
force them to return to traditional practices. The implications of this study for
the education system are discussed
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This inquiry focuses upon the major mathematics reform effort and
aspects of its impact on teachers. After describing the key ideas underlying
reform, I address the issue of why mathematics teachers have struggled with
reform and often return to traditional practice. For nwnerous reasons, they have
been uneasy about the new paradigm proposed by reform. Conflicting views on
mathematicalpedagogyhavepersisted,astateofaffairs which suggeststhat
mathematics as a field of knowledge to be taught to students maybe in astate
ofcrisis(Lockhart,2002andShoenfield,1998).lnordertoberesolved,this
controversial situation calls for action. Research into understanding the
teachers'perspectivewillinformtheprocessofdecisionmakingregardingthe
debate over math reform.
1.1 Background/Overview
Qualitative research has as its primary goal the description and
understanding ofa phenomenon, process, a culture or the perspectives and
world-views of the people or group under study (Merriam, 2002). I will
investigateteachers'perceptionsandattitudestowarddeliveringthe
mathematics curriculwn, particularly in the context of changes brought about by
refonnist efforts. Widespread refonn in mathematics education in North
America was spearheaded by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) in 1989. That year the NCTM published Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics, (1989) which addressed various aspects of
mathematical pedagogy. These led to the production of similar documents in
many jurisdictions including those from Canadian provincial Departments of
Education and organizations such as the Atlantic Evaluation and Research
Consultants (ACER). The overriding goal was to refonn mathematics teaching
by moving it away from traditional approaches and toward a new investigative
paradigm. Mathematics teachers were expected to teach in accordance with the
tenets of the new philosophy and to effect changes in their teaching
styles/models. NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000)
describe the intended state of affairs as follows:
The curriculum is mathematically rich,offeringstudents opportunities to
learn important mathematical concepts and procedures with
understanding. Technology is an essential component of the
environment. Students confidently engage in complex mathematical
tasks chosen carefully by teachers. They draw on knowledge from a
wide variety of mathematical topics, sometimes approaching the same
problem from different mathematical perspectives or representing the
mathematics in different ways until they find methods that enable them to
make progress. Teachers help students to make, refme, and explore
conjectures on the basis of evidence and use a variety of reasoning and
proof techniques to confirm or disprove those conjectures. Students are
tlexible and resourceful problem solvers. Alone or in groups and with
accesstotechnology,theyworkproductivelyandreflectivelY,withthe
skilled guidance of their teachers. Orally and in writing, students
communicate their ideas and results effectively. They value mathematics
and engage actively in learning it. (p. 5)
I became interested in the topic after conducting preliminary formal
research, specifically about the "Math Wars," in the context of the major reform
effort referred to above. I began toretlecton the debates and concepts in the
literature as well as on my own experience in teaching mathematics and to
scrutinize the demands and expectations stemming from the reform philosophy.
On a more informal note, over the years I have conversed with other
mathematics teachers about their attitudes and perceptions arising from
individual experience in the classroom. These reflections stimulated my
interests in the math reforrn
1.2 Statement of the Problem
"Research focused on discovery, insight, and understanding from the
perspectives of those being studied offers the greatest promise ofmaking
significant contributions to the knowledge base and practice ofeducation"
(Merriam, 2002, p. I). My research concerns how the vision of the NCTM
reform impacts on teachers and their perceptions, attitudes and practices. The
research problem is to collect knowledge about mathematics teachers'
responses to the NCTM reform in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
This research study should be conducted because it is teachers who are required
toenactthenewcurriculum,sothattherealizationorfailureofthevision will
largely depend on teachers. For Marshall and Rossman (1999),thekey
elements of the value/viability of aresearch proposal are to demonstrate that a
given piece of research "should,can, and will be done" (p. 54). Myresearch
should be done because we need more knowledge of teachers' perspectiveson
reformist mathematics (many would claim urgently so). It could be done
becauselproposedamethodologyanddatacollectionplanwhichwasfocused,
logical and manageable. The research was done by thorougbly reviewing the
literature to contribute to triangulation and validity, by conducting in-depth
interviews with mathematics teachers, presenting and analyzing the data in a
coherent manner, and by providing a list of scholarly references.
1.3 Purpose/Significance of the Problem
A key purpose is to investigate what one might call an "unknown."
There may be an important gap in our knowledge regarding the translation of
theory (reformist concepts) into practice (actual mathematics teach ing)
Research may reveal that the viewpoints of teachers who are at the centre stage
of pedagogy (and who are thus the ultimate agents of educational
implementation) might differ from those of educational theorists, government
officials and other intluential stakeholders. A focus on teachers' views will
help to illuminate a possible neglected area of research. A preliminary review
of the literature indicates that much attention has been devoted eithert0
characterizing the reformist approach and describing how it differs from
traditional orientations, or to examining how students perform and achieve in
reference to the two models (Boaler, 2002). We need more knowledge about
teachers' responses to reform, given that they are at the heart of educational
change and have to make it work. Similar to Grant, Peterson and Shojgreen-
Downer (1996), I ask the questions: What are teachers' responses to the
mathematics education reform? Why do teachers respond the way they do?
Such knowledge might yield insights about the roles of educational
stakeholders in general and how these differ from those of teachers.
1.4 ResearchQuestions
The following research questions are investigated in this qualitative
study. [seek to understand and describe participants' constructions of
meanings fortheirex'Periences, situations, and activities.
I. How have mathematics teachers adapted to changes in the curriculum?
Have they modified their practice?
2. What kinds of obstacles do teachers perceive in meeting reform
expectations? To wbatextent do they feel supported in implementing the goals
of reform?
3. Doteacbers feel qualified and confident in enacting reformist goals in terms
of the subject rnatter(mathematics) and pedagogical competence? Are teachers
lacking in mathematical knowledge or classroom management skills, or both
with regard to the implementation of the new reform philosopby?
4. What are teachers' attitudes toward opportunities for professional
development? Do they feel they have enough assistance in teaching according
to anew approach? Do they believe they need more explicit and helpful
guidance in meeting reform goals?
Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007) state that it is vital to
operationalizeresearehquestionsbymovingfromtheabstraettotheeonerete.
The researcher "breaks down each general research purpose or general aim into
more specific research purposes and constituent elements" (p. 81). Yet
qualitative inquiry, especially in its earliest stages, does not demand too great a
concreteness or specificity either. As Tite (2002) points out, qualitative
researchers "are open to an emergent design, meaning that they are often
unwilling to specify their questions too concretely and are more likely than
quantitative researchers to modify, reformulate and redireettheirquestionsas
they go along" (p. 5). Some of the topic-oriented studies in the literature
assisted me in modifying and articulating the four research questions Iisted
above, and to generate more specific questions to guide the interviewproeess
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Topic-OrientedLiterature
A preliminary review of topic-oriented studies reveals several highly
insightful pieces of research. Many of them indicate that the process of
teachers' adaptation to the reform is not easy and requires understanding of the
obstacles the teachers encounter. Heaton (2000) not only provides one of the
most useful characterizations of the differences between the traditional and the
reform models but also describes her experiences in adjusting to a reformist
curriculum. Inastudyofeighthgradeteachersandtheirschools,Sosniak,
Ethington and Varelas(1994) found that teachers are frequently frustrated with
reform because schools and classrooms are structurally designed to support and
promote traditional views and practices. Ball (1994) analyzes the difficulties
and uncertainties of applying reform principles to the classroom. Ina
qualitative study of six middle and high school math teachers whoattemptedto
implement the reform curriculum, OrriJl and Anthony (2003) identify aspects of
how teachers perceive and struggle with the new mathematical pedagogy
Boaler (2002) suggests that mathematics teachers are especially cautiousand
conservative and that this outlook prevents them from embracing reform. The
final report by the Atlantic Evaluation and Research Consultants entitled K-12
Mathematics Curriculum Review commissioned by the Department of
Education of Newfoundland and Labrador (November, 2007) provides
comprehensive insights and recommendations regarding the adequacy 0 fthe
mathematics curriculum in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador
including the proposal to adopt the Western and Northern Canadian Protocol
(WNCP) Curriculum Frameworks.
2.1.1 WbatisReform?
The overriding goal from the NCTM (1989) was to reform mathematics
teaching by moving it away from traditional approaches and toward a new
investigative paradigm. Broad political and cultural factors played an important
role. Politicians, the business community, and other educational stakeholders,
fearful that America was losing its competitive edge as an advanced capital ist
nation, focused on improvement of mathematics teaching at all levels(Hirsch,
2001). At a more local level, state and district officials were dissatisfied with
student performance on tests and other means of assessment. Allthoughtthat
change was needed.
Hirsch (2001) frames the intellectual roots of the "Education Wars" in
terms of the historic difference between the classical/traditional orientation to
education and the romantic/progressive approach. The former emphasizes the
repetitive practice of mathematics algorithms, rote leaming, maximum time
spent on learning tasks, objective testing and explicit academic goals, whereas
the latter holds that "real world applications of mathematics providesatruer
understanding of math than empty mastery of formal relationships" (p. 19).
According to the NCTM 2000 document (as cited in Olivera, 2005), standards
based reform in mathematics involves five major shifts in classroom
instruction·
Reform teachers (a) view classrooms as mathematical communities rather
than collections of individuals; (b) use logic and mathematical evidence
to verify results rather than relying on the teacher as the authority; (c)
emphasize mathematical reasoning rather than memorizing procedures;
(d) focus on conjecture, inventing, and problem solving rather than
mechanical answer finding; and (e) make connections among the ideas
and applications of mathematics rather than seeing them as isolated
concepts and procedures. (p.494)
Burrill (200 I) notes that the documents produced by the NCTM call for a
"shift in content from learning only skills and procedures to being able to use
mathematical knowledge to solve problems, a shift in teaching from
disseminating information to enabling students to learn using student thinking
as the platform" (p. 28). Canada (2007) observes'
While the content ofReform Mathematics may differ in emphasis from
that of traditional curriculum, it is in the method of teaching that this
movement draws the most distinction. Advocating real-life applications
and problem solving, Reform Mathematics curriculum encourages
studentstoreasonandcommurucatemathematically. (p.6)
The notion of more active student engagement is promoted by Shouse
(2001) who observes that, in reformist thinking, mathematics students:
are more likely to develop understanding when their teachers present
problems that allow them to discover or construct knowledge for
themselves. Putmoresirnply,onemightsaythattraditionalistsoffer
tools with which students can solve problems; reformers offer problems
that prompt students to develop tools. (p.115)
Clearly, reform calls for a new philosophy of education and a redefmition
of the roles of student and teacher
One of the most useful characterizatioos of the differences betweetl the
traditiooalandtherefonnmodclsisprovidcdbyHcalOn(2000). ShccontraslS
the models;n terms ofstraightforward didJQtomies which can be summarized
as follows based on the table she presents in Teaching MathematiCs 10 lhe New
Standard: (Adapted from Heaton, pp, 6-7. 144).
0!du?niollOlm<>drI1
• rote;ncti<:e.memorizalion
• emphasi. on mechanical IllS"'''·
findinll
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group ...illJl"'C'hlS
Such dicoolOlIliesmay be sOIllC\\'hal sirnplistic but they do help clarify bas ic
principles
However,accordingtothetraditlooalistAndrews(l996),lhelanguage
could be "'orded difTerently. Heprovidesthefollowingtablewhichillustrales
conflict and mutual disagreement beh"ccnthe two camps: (Adapted from
Andrews,pp.J46-341)
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Foc:usedhomework
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This lable iIIustralCS how tile reformists' ideas. even prOgTcssivcly intcnded,
may be perceived by a practicing leadl..:r, whosc oyol1 education and wort
expcriencesignificantlydiffcrfrOO1thencwteilchingapproochandwhois
coolJonledwitheverydayschoolingrealily. II is obvious lhat such a teacher
will need 10 be convinced and supported in many woys beforc lhey start 10
underslandthebenefilSandadvantagcsofthencwtcachingmcthodology,
Reformist mathematical pedagogy requires educators to move beyond
assumptions of the traditional approach. As Ernest (1994) states, it abandons
the thesis that mathematical knowledge is founded on a fixed basis of truth that
is established without human agency. According to Schoenfeld (1988),
students in atraditioDal setting, "view themselves as passivecoDsumers of
others' mathematics," so that there is "little sense ofexploratioD orof the
possibility that the students could make sense of the mathematics for
themselves" (pp. 14-15). The reform documents propose broad changes that
would have mathematics teachers embrace a new paradigm
A difference between traditional and reformist orientations may be
illustrated by considering an example from geometry - the formula for the
calculationoftheareaofatriangle(A=Y2bh). Traditionally the teacher
provides this formula to students who are expected to memorize it and apply it
in exercises. Reformers take a different approach, apparently one more in line
with Japanese methods. Using evidence from a videotaped study of fifth-grade
classrooms comparing Japanese and American lessons in geometry, Gamoran
(2001) discusses how the two differ with regard to the problem of finding the
area ofa triangle. He observed:
A typical American lesson unfolds as follows: there is a bit of review of
previous concepts, which may or may not relate to the topic of the day;
the teacher explains the concept of base times height divided by two, and
demonstrates a few problems and then students spend substantial time
practicing problems using this formula. In Japan the lesson unfolds
differently: frrstthe teacher presents the problem; students then attempt
to solve the problem on their own; next there is a class discussion of
solutions the students derived, leading to the general formula; and finally,
students work on problems on their own. (p.139)
Gamoran also points out that one of the irnportantpolitical/cultural
motivations for reform in North America was the contention that Japanese
students outperform their American counterparts in mathematics. D'Ambrosia
(2004,ascited in Lookabill 2008) explains that the main recommendation of
the NCTM is the development of conceptual understanding of mathematics
through an inquiry approach to teaching and learning that intluencesstudents'
meaningful learning of mathematics. Ball (1994) points out, however, that the
NCTM Standards can "sketch directions and commitments, principles and
aspirations" but they cannot "provide guidance for the specifics of minute-to-
minute practice or for the decisions met day to day" (p. 5). Indeed,thepath
fromtheformulationofrefonnistconceptstotheiractualimplementation in the
classroom is a complex and troubled one. OrrillandAnthony(2003)state:
Attempts to irnplementschool-based innovations often falter because
teachers' prior beliefs about teaching and leamingremain largely
unchanged and intact. As a result, teachers fail to commit to the
innovation, retumingto their original teaching habits once they areable
to. (p.l)
This suggests, among otber things, tbat eitber reform supporters do not fully
consider teacher practice and attitudes or that, for some reason, teachershave
been resistant to change. Battista (2001) concludes that while most
mathematics teachers claim they understand the NCTM philosophy, traditional
mathematics is still the norm in most schools and "the majority still adheresto
teaching that is traditional at its core" (p. 76). Why might this be so? Iwill
now examine some implications of reformist principles for teachers who are
asked to enact them
2.1.2 Why Have Teachers Struggled With Reform?
In educational literature there has been a growing concem that
mathematics teachers have been unhappy with applying reformist concepts.
i---=(2000)"",m'ili''''''P'''b_rul~;'''''1d'ili'PO;'';f1'''ok~
demands that a teacher cannot meet" (p. 1076). For one thing, teachers must
redefine their role. Having students engage in discussion and work in groups
can make teachers feel insecure because they "are no longer seen to be in the
seat of authority" (Gibbs and Orton, 1994,p.llO). Inareform-oriented
classroom teachers experience what Frobisher (1994) calls a "looseningofthe
reins of control" and fmd it difficult to resist the urge to "tell" (p. 165). To
aggravate matters, teachers, particularly in the United States, resent that they
havenothadtheirvoicefullyheardregardingcurriculurnchange. Howson,
Keitel, and Kilpatrick (1981) observed about a decade before the mathematics
reform, that teachers have been usually "treated more like guinea-pigsthan
partners"(p.63),andtheyaddthatmanycurriculurndevelopersoften"produce
materials that bypass the teacher, reducinghislher role to that ofmonitor or
clerk"(p.54). It is clear that successful reform irnplementationshould involve
teacher input because, as Cooney, Sanchez, and Ice (2001) remind us,teachers
are the agents of change in the classroom
Aspects of school culture may prevent mathematics teachers from
embracingreforrn. A study of 143 eighth grade teachers and their schools
found that "structurally and functionally", schools and classrooms "are
designed to support and promote the continued transmission of traditional views
and practices" (Sosniak, Ethington, and Varelas, 1994, p. 110). Howson,
Keitel, and Kilpatrick (1981) argue that school cultures are resistant to change,
especially when itis introduced fTom outside and they add that when teachers
do seek change, they are limited by administrative structures. Orrilland
Anthony(2003)identifynurnerousaspectsofhowteachersstrugglewiththe
new mathematical pedagogy, leading to reduced teacher confidence to teach in
anew way. In their opinion, the changing beliefs and roles require teachers to
change longstanding assumptions, leading to uncertainty and confusion. They
identify the negative impact of structural constraints in school cultureslike
problems with support and divisiveness in mathdepartrnents, and with schooI
administrations. Teachers lack experience with and knowledge of new
curriculurnmaterialsandoftenthinkthattheprofessionaldevelopmentsessions
they engage in are inadequate. They report that teachers raise issues about the
lack of grades, delays in testing, and difficulties in deterrnining what students
learn, and that teachers have limited experience in using group approachesand
strategies. Finally, they state teachers feel that parents do not respond
positively to the new curriculum.
Let us consider briefly teacher preparation programs as to their perceived
effectiveness. Lnreferringtocurriculurninnovationsaboutahalfcenturyagoin
a British context, Roper and Carter (1994) stress the importance of teachers'
understanding of the philosophy of reform and their mastery of the materials to
be used. Burrill (2001) concludes that many teachers "have not been prepared
to implement change" and that they "do not usually have the long-term support
that is essential to figuring out what they should be doing differently" (p. 37)
Davis (1995) argues that teacher preparation programs "do little to prepare
teachers to teach differently than they were taught" (p. 8). In a qualitative study
of six middle and high school mathematics teachers who attempted to
implement the reform mathematics curriculum, Orrill and Anthony (2003)
found that teachers believed the professional development they receivedwas
inadequate. Finally, Cheeseman (2007) notes a lack of enthusiasm among
teachers taking the "mathematical journey" to accommodate reform, remaining
more traditional in their teaching approach.
Professional assistance remains problematic. A very recent study based
on twelve different CETP projects (Collaborations for Excellence in Teacher
Preparation) conducted by Huffinan, Thomas, and Lawrenz (2008), found that
teachers participating in the programs mostly did not adopt reform-oriented
practices (such as having students work in groups and generating discussion)
and that traditional teaching methods prevailed. Although teachers have
reported that the service training increases their understanding of reform
principles and raises their confidence to teach mathematics, the overall effect
remains unclear (Kirtrnan, 2008)
Referring to the claim that most teachers are "essentially cautious and
conservative" Boaler (1992) suggests that "various forms of evidence indicate
that this description can be more accurately applied to teachers ofmathematics
thananyothersubjectgroup"(p.184-185),butdoesnotspecifyanddescribe
the evidence which might support her assertion. In contrast to that statement,
one may suggest that macro forces such as school culture constraints and broad
cultural factors may be more important than micro forces such as teacher and
students' characteristics. For instance, Lockhart (2002) asserts that the blame
for reform failure deserves a wide distribution:
No, I blame the culture that produces them. The poor devils are trying
theirbest,andonlydoingwhatthey'vebeentrainedtodo ... They can
sense that they have been made cogs in a great soul-crushing machine,
but they lack the perspective needed to understand it,ortofightagainst
iL(p.17)
2. 1. 3 Further Aspects Influencing Teachers' Attitude Towards the
Reform
TheMathWars(BeckerandJacob,1998)havecontinuedforatleastfifty
years and there are few signs of compromise. The literature is populated with
military metaphors - struggles, skirmishes, disasters, counteroffensives,
backlash. Backlashes against reform are common. For example, in Texas,
Governor Ross Perot, who later ran for President of the United States as an
independent candidate, sought a return to traditional methods which ineluded
back-to-basics and an increase in standardizedtesting(McNeil,2004). In
California, a counter-reform movement emerged which opposed the NCTM
Standards and the California Mathematics Framework (Becker and Jacob,
1998).
Is there a black hole at the heart of mathematical pedagogy in the sense
that we do not know what mathematics as a field of knowledge to be taught to
students really is or should be? Gadanidis and Hoogland (2002) view
mathematics as "an aesthetic and storied experience" (p. 7). As aesthetics, it
appealstopeople'snotionofbeauty,theiremotionalandirnaginativelife,their
sense of wonder. As story, mathematics can provide scripts which improve
self-understanding and understanding of the world. The problematic nature of
what mathematics is asa field is articulated by Lockhart (2002) in a spirited
critique. For him, mathematics is an art and there is "nothing as dreamy and
poetic, nothing as radical, subversive, and psychedelic as mathematics"(p.6).
He suggests that there is a fundamental crisis in mathematical pedagogy when
he states that "we as a culture don't know what mathematics is" (p. 8). He
maintains that "school boards do not understand what math is, neither do
educators,textbookauthors,publishingcompanies,andsadlyneitherdomost
ofourmathteachers"(p.8).
For Lockhart (2002) the crisis in mathematical education is abroad
cultural one. Schoenfeld (1988) would concur and he uses the term "disaster"to
describe the teaching of mathematics, which indicates that he too believes that
the field may be in a crisis. He gives an arithmeticexanlple in which army
buses (each with 36 seats) must transport 1128 soldiers. The question is: How
many are needed? About a third of his students answered that the number was
"31 remainder 12." This reply, he claims, demonstrates that "something has
gone very, verywrong"(p. 16).
Ten years ago U.S. Secretary of Education Richard Riley addressed the
Mathematical Association of America and spoke of the need to "bring an end to
the shortsighted, politicized and harmful bickering over the teaching and
learning of mathematics" (cited in Becker and Jacob, 1998). Yet there is no
sign that the controversy about the two paradigms will subside. Reform will
continue to face challenges. As Ball (1994) once observed,reforming
mathematics is "no short order" because it requires "profound andextensive
societal and individual learning-andunlearning"(p. 4). Overwhelmed by the
magnitude of the issue, Saul (2000) concludes skeptically that "we arenotready
for the Definitive Document in education, and it is not clear that such a
document is even possible" (p. 1079)
2.2 Genre-Oriented Literature
Along with topic-related literature, genre-oriented literature has been
very instructive and useful. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) provide clear
descriptions of qualitative research; their coverage of the interview process and
qualitative data analysis have helped me formulate my thesis. Eisner (1998) has
been invaluable in educating me about the power of qualitative research and the
rich patterns of experiences that can be unveiled.
Finney (2000) uses a phenomenological perspective to analyze the
meaning of success for students who have taken statistics courses. She is not
concerned with quantitative measures of success such as grade, butratherhow
different individuals perceive success in various contexts. SimiiarlY,Iamnot
interested in quantifying aspects of mathematics reform. Instead, I focus on
how teachers in the Eastern School District of Newfoundland perceive reform-
what it means to them as individual practitioners. Silva (2000) investigates the
lives of teachers in a particular context (the professional developmentschool)
and provides a detailed description of the "ethos" of that context. I would like,
arnongotherthings, to describe the themes and issues that pertain to the teacher
ethos regarding reform. Larson (1997) exarnines teachers' perceptions of
discussion in classrooms and the forces that impact on their work. Gates (2000)
and Gatz and Hirt (2000) deal with the meaning constructs by faculty members
and students in particular contexts. Inspired by this work, I would like to
describe the process of meaning construction by teachers affected by the
mathematics reform.
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.] An Overview of the Methodological Approach
The purpose of this research is to determine the attitudes and perceptions
of Newfoundland teachers toward math reform. As previously mentioned, this
study is qualitative in nature since its goal is to describe howteachers are
significantly impacted by aspects of mathematics reform. This study does not
use quantitative measures but focuses on how teachers perceive math reform
and what it means to them in the delivery of the mathematics curriculum in
Using the qualitative approach to research teacher attitudes and
perceptions toward math reform involves more than just coUecting data. There
needs to be an analysis which is based on the subjective understanding and
experiences of the participants. "Learning how individuals experience and
interact with their social world, the meaning it has for them, is considered an
interpretive qualitative approach" (Merriam, 2002, p. 4). My research grows
"out of questions researchers ask about people in specific contexts"
(Hutchinson [988,p. [25). These questions develop intopattems of experience
which, when analyzed can provide a valuable perspective. A"constant
comparison of properties and dimensions enables the researcher to develop
richer concepts and models of how the particular phenomenon being studied
really works" (Younghusband 2005, p. 68). This work presents an interpretive
qualitativestudyusingin-depthinterviewsandtheconstantcomparisonmethod
of analysis
3.2 Population and Sample Selection
Miles and Huberman (1994) observe that qualitative researchers work
with"smallsamplesofpeople,nestedintheircontextandstudiesin-depth"(p.
27). lnthisinterpretivestudY,lutilizedasampleofeightmathematics
teachers who teach inelementary,juniorhigh,andhighschool settings. The
schools are located in the Eastern School District of Newfoundland. 1did not
intend to have the demographic makeup of teachers (age, gender, ethnicityand
so on) become thematic. The most important criterion in sample selection is a
teacher who has been significantly impacted by aspects of reformist
mathematics, which means that he/she has probably been teaching mathematics
for at least two or three years. Similar to Larson (2000), 1 initially interviewed
several teachers from the sarnple, analyzed the data, and then interviewedthe
remaining subjects
In this study a wide cross-section of teachers was targeted
Representation from each of the primary/elementary, junior high and high
school levels was sought. Twenty-one teachers responded to an advertisement
placed on the math forurn of the First Class comrnunicationnetwork of the
Eastern School District, requesting more infonnation on the study and
indicating their willingness to volunteer. After receiving the responses, I made
contact with the possible participants.
During the selection process, every attempt was made to select teachers
with a varied amount of experience, with representation of both rural and urban
regions. In the fmal selections, no consideration was given to the teacher's
gender. It is believed a purposive sample is included in that it selects a
particular group with no major attempt to generalize to the wider teaching
population. Purposive sampling includes sites, events and participants who are
self-identifying and self-selecting but are then chosen by the researchertobe
studied, based on the purpose of the research and the phenomenon to be
explored (Capuzzi and Gross, 2001).
Saturation became apparent after six interviews were completed.
Nevertheless, another two interviews were conducted to look for more
infonnation, ending with a total of eight participants. The eight interviews
consistedofthreeteachersattheprimary/elementary,oneteacherwhowas
strictly junior high, three teachers at the high school level and one teacher
teaching junior and high school. These participants ranged in age from 24-51
years and experience from three years to 31 years with an average of 14 years
teaching. Two of the participants taught five years or less, five had between II
and 21 years teaching, and one teacher had 31 years of experience and was near
retirement. Although gender was not an issue explored in this study, five of the
teachers were female and three were male. Also, the sample was equally
divided among rural and urban regions. With regard to education, four of the
teachers interviewed had mathematics degrees while four did not. However, all
participants had some mathematical background. Two elementary and one high
school teacher had their Master of Education degree with a focus on
mathematics either completed or near completion, and it was because of this
involvementthattheywereveryeagertoparticipateinthisqualitativeresearch
study. One teacher gave the following reason for why he volunteered to do an
We need to decide which approach we want to go with. Right now, there
is a state of confusion and teachers just don't know wbere to go. This
flipping back and forth sends us back to square one every time. The
graduate courses I've done bave reaUy opened my eyes.
The Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human Researcb (lCEHR)
and the education personnel at the Eastern School District (ESD) of
Newfoundland gave their approval for this study to be conducted. All those
interviewed were infonned that participation in this study was entirely
voluntary and that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time. Also,
they were infonned that participation was independent of their employment,
and that a decision not to participate or to withdraw from the study would in no
way affect their employment.
At the beginning of each interview, a discussion was held about the
irnportanceoffreeandinfonnedconsent. All participants in this study were
provided with a description of the research and what their anticipated roIe in the
project would be. Tben each participant was provided with a copy ofa letter of
consent for them to complete before participating in the research (see
Appendices). This letter of consent described tbe purpose oftbestudy, possible
risks, possible benefits, a confidentiality and anonymity statement, asection
regarding participant questions, and a statement tbatthis study had been
approved by ICEHR and found to be in compliance witb Memorial University's
EtbicsPolicy
Informed consent and protection of subjects from harm are two
dominating issues in tbe guidelines ofetbics in research with human subjects
(Bogdan&BiklenI992,pp.49-55).Theimportanceofconfidentialityand
anonymity was conveyed as being vital. It was stressed to each participanttbat
only my university supervisor, tbe transcriber and myself would have aceessto
tbe tape-recording and transcriptions oftbe interviews. Also, it was made clear
tbat I would be tbe only person to know tbat a specific individual was an actual
participant. Finally, informed consent was obtained from all participants via
tbeirsignatures ontbe consent form (see Appendices)
As a result, interviews were labeled by number only. Any information
tbat might potentially identify a participant was omitted during tbe transcription
process. All otber pertinent information was kept in a secure location known
only to me. It was relayed to each participant tbat tbis information would
eventually be destroyed.
3.4 Data Collection Procedure
The data collection procedure began with an advertisement on the ESD's
website - more specifically, the math forum on the First Class communication
network (see Appendices). This advertisement gave a brief description of my
study, emphasized confidentiality and invited mathematics teachers from the
ESD who were willing to participate in the study to make contact with me.
From this advertisement, I received more than enough respondents requesting
more infonnation about the study.
The most important criteria in sample selection was that a teacher had to
be significantly impacted by aspects of reformist mathematics, which means
that he/she had to have been teaching for at least three years. Imadecontact
with potential participants via telephone ore-mail and arranged face-to-face
interviews. Each interview was scheduled at a time and place that was mutually
agreed upon as being convenient for the participants. Of the eight interviews
conducted,twooccurredinmyhome,threeinthehomeoftheparticipant,two
at Memorial University ofNewfoundland (MUN) campus and one at the
participant's school.
Each interview required approximately one hour to complete. Irecorded
the interview via audio tape and made notes (with the teacher's pennission)
during and immediately following the interview as reminders of items of
significance.
3.5 JnterviewingProcess
Before receiving approval from the ESD to conduct this research study, a
listofteacher interview protocols (see Append.ices) had to besubmitted. Over
the course of three to four months I had been designing specific questions to ask
in the interview, based on the key subject areas arising from the l.iteratureand
research as well as my own experience as a mathematics teacher. These
protocols developed into the following seven headings:
• Background
• Classroom management
• Reform
• Teachersupport
• Stakeholders
• Evaluation
• Conclusions
The intention was to get the participants thinking about specific topics
rather than go jumping back and forth between topics. To establish a feeling of
relaxation,theinterviewbeganwithsomebackgroundquestionsdealingwith
experience, training, grade level and career pathway. It then moved into the
more cognitive areas where I asked more probing and open-ended questions,
asking for specific examples whenever possible. Many questions started with
"Do you feel?" or "Do you think?" to get the participants to go wherever they
wanted or to let them reveal their true feelings in other words. To conclude, I
asked more general type questions and whether there was anything else on their
minds that I may have forgotten to consider. However, all participants felt that
"they were pretty much talked out" after one hour.
To prepare for the interview process, I first tape-recorded myself asking
the questions and playing them back. This was done to get used to the
operation of the tape-recorder and to get a good familiarization with the teacher
protocols. Next, I interviewed a couple of teachers who were not to be
considered a part of the research study in order to gain valuable feedback with
regard to length of interview, how to get participants to elaborate on questions,
how to encourage teachers and make them feel irnportant. It is significant for
the researcher to convey to each participant that he or she "has had an
experience worth talking about, and has an opinion of interest to the researcher.
This stance will go a long way in making the respondent comfortable and
forthcoming with what he or she has to offer" (Merriam 1998, p. 84).
Each interview was conducted according to plan. Aprearrangedtirne
and place was set. Most of the participants requested teacher interview
protocols beforehand while two preferred not to see these protocols. Those who
did believed they were better prepared. Those who did not request the
interview protocols did so because they felt spontaneity was important.
Nevertheless, as the number of interviews increased, I became more
comfortable and felt more adequate in getting the participants to be more
relaxed, and I believe this yielded betterinforrnation. Additional security of the
participant's openness was ensured by the fact that each participant clearly
understood that they could withdraw at any time during the interview.
3.5.1 Researcher's Role in the Interviewing Process
Merriam (2002) explains that, "for most educators, doing research means
designing a study that addresses some problem arising from practice, coliecting
and analyzing data relevant to the problem, and fmally, interpreting the results"
(p.220). This constant comparative analysis is based on the conducting of
interviews with mathematics teachers and is supplemented by detailed field
notes,documentanaJysis,especiallyofpertinentgoverrunentpublicationsand
literature review. Interviewingisnotastraightforwardmatter. Jagreewith
Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007) that an interview may be regarded as a
"transaction which inevitably has bias that needs to be reorganized and
controlled" rather than as a "pure information transfer" (pp. 349-350).
Researchinterestsandbiasesreflectautobiographicalissuesandlbringmy
subjectivity to the research process.
As a mathematics teacher it is important that [ place in abeyance my own
assumptions and biases. At times I have been skeptical about efforts to reform
mathematical pedagogy, in part because reformers do not seem to have
consulted teachers sufficiently in proposing curriculum change. I also believe
that they have not fully considered various kinds of constraints (for exampIe,
those in school culture) which make reform implementation difficult. It is
crucial that I did not inject my view into the interview process and the overaII
research planning since it would contaminate data obtained from the study
participants.
Hutchinson (1988) states that "only by being aware of his own 'mind-set'
and bracketing his own values can the researcher begin to search out and
understand the world of others" (p. 130). Seidman (1991) claims that the
interviewer must keep "enough distance to allow the participant to fashionhis
or her responses as independently as possible"(p. 73) and he adds that an
intrusive interviewer who looks for "corroboration ofpersonal views rather than
the story of the participant's experience-is not being fair to the purpose of in-
depthinterviewing"(p.84). Researcher intrusion interferes with the subjects'
articulation of the meanings and values they have constructed.
On the other hand, if properly controlled, the biases stemming from my
background as a mathematics teacher and my experiences can enhance my
researcher role. As Eisner (1998) puts it, the "positive exploitation" of
researcher subjectivity should be pursued and doesn't necessarily represent "a
conceptual liability in understanding" (p. 34). The literature supports this view.
For example, Finney (2000) uses her experience with taking statistics coursesto
enrichherstudyofstudents'perceptionsandattitudestowardthesecourses
An open-ended style of interview and the use of depth-probing questions
are important because it allows participants to speak freely and enables the
researcher to follow a particular line that the participant introduces. Italso
obtains more details on a point or examples of something and the like.
Participants were asked the same questions but the open-ended style and
probing allowed me to explore more deeply on particular issues the participants
3.6 Data Analysis and Writing
Whitt (1991) states that the analysis of qualitative data is usuaUy"a
messy, ambiguous, time-consuming, creative and fascinating process" (p.412).
A chief challenge for the researcher is to identify emerging themes andpattems
after the interviews have been transcribed. Mathematics teachers' attitudes
toward reform-the barriers they perceive, their struggles to enact it, andsoon
-can be analyzable, according to the literature, in terms of the foUowingbasic
themes, concerns, or dimensions: (I) role redefinition, (2) opportunities for
professional development, (3) relationships with othereducationalstakeholders,
and (4) structural constraints. With regard to role redefinition, a participant
might claim that he/she is confused about being required to have studentswork
in groups and discuss mathematical ideas and be more comfortable with the
traditional role (in which the teacher teUs and demonstrates curriculum
objectives). A teacher might have mixed feelings about the usefulness of
professionaldevelopmentprograrns. Some may feel that parents do not
respond positively to the reform approach. Finally,teachersmaypointto
structural constraints which work against reform goals-dissension in
mathematics departments, outlooks of school administrators, and so on. Other
teachers may not have these concerns, although the literature indicatesthey
represent a small minority.
Using the constant comparative method of analysis, I carefully read
through each interview. Responses to each question were grouped and through
the simultaneous comparison of the responses, similarities anddifferenceswere
identified. Grouping was based on the positive or negative reactions toa
particular question. Through this analysis, the commonalities were identified
and these shared opinions emerged from the data to form key issues or themes
in the teachers' experiences with respect to math reform provided in the
qualitative data.
The four main aspects identified above guided the coding and sub-coding
of the data. During the coding process I intended to exarnine the
interrelationshipsbetweentheseaspectsanddeterrninehowtheyareintegralto
teachers'attitudesandperceptions. Perhaps one of them, say structural
constraints for example, would emerge as particularly important. Analysis may
lead to theorizing. Hutchinson (1988) observes that there is a need for "middle
range, data-based theory that explains the everyday world of teachers, students,
administrators, and the school bureaucracy" (p. 126)
Qualitative research involves thick and careful description since itis
possible that mathematics reform has a different meaning for individual
teachers. The acknowledgement of their "voices" is vital. The use of verbatim
quotations, which as Whitt (1991) states "convey the feelings, surface and deep
meanings,andconsistenciesandinconsistenciesoftheinsiders'experience"(p.
4l2),isneeded. Usingparticipants'statements,sometimesatlength,inthe
presentation and analysis of data is standard qualitative procedure (Merriarn
2002). This shows the researcher's attempt to have people express theirvoices
and to empathize with their contexts and particulars. If,forexarnple,
mathematics teachers use words and expressions like "hassled,"
"discombobulated," "we're educational guinea pigs," "reform might work well
in Japan or Heaven, but not in my school or my classroom,"and so on, then
such interview fragments should be included rather than the researcher
superimposing his/her own language.
Thick description lies along a continuurn. Atone end are highly specific
verbal communications which contribute to description. Forexarnple,ateacher
might say: "The reform notion of student exploration and discovery might be
okay for coming up with the formula for the area ofa triangle because students
can compare triangles and rectangles and with guidance come up with one half
base times height. However, for the volume of a cone - now that's a different
malter." At the other end are non-verbal communications which mayor may
not be subtle. If a teacher shrugs her shoulders or rolls her eyes and simpIysays
"Reform!" then much has been said by that gesture alone. I think that good
qualitativewritingsbould pay attention to all the nuances of voice.
lnthebeginningofresearchplanningaresearchermustdeterminewhich
data collection process is best suited to meet the goal of the research. A
qualitativeresearcb study provides a great opportunity for the teachers'
attitudes toward and perceptions of mathematics reform to be voiced.
3.7 Reliability of the Study
The trustworthiness of the conclusions in this research was ensured by
using suggestions from Miles and Huberman (1994). The data was analyzed
with meticulous detail and quotes from the respondents were supplied to
supporttheconciusions. Aswell,thestudy'sdataisavailableforreanalysisif
The dependability of the study was affirmed through the providing of a
copy of the research questions, clarity in the interview questions, and us ingan
appropriate sample of participants for the interviews. lnaddition,thefindings
ofthis study are consistent with those of previous researcb reported in the
literature review.
CHAPTER FO
DATA PRE E TATIO
In this study the goal was to develop an understanding of teachers'
perceptions of and attitudes toward math reform. pecifically, the purpo e was
to determine how the issues related to math reform affect eigbtmath teachers in
the context of their working en ironment in ewfoundland schools. This
chapter presents the findings of the interview data given hy these teachers in an
anempt to describe their experiences in the workplace. Structurally, it follows
the interview format in its presentation (see Appendix E). A discussion and
analysis of the findings will follow in Chapter 5.
The transcripts of the interviews provided a wealth of information from
the participants about how they pereeive math reform. They had varying
opinions, of course, but all felt that their work.ing environment was very much
impacted by the curriculum expectations which math reform creates.
4. 1 Background
4. 1. 1 Teaching Experiencerrraining
With regard to teaching experience the eight participants ranged from
three years to over thirty years with a mean of 14 years. Mosthadtaughtin
more than one school with three being the most typical. For training, four had a
degree in mathematics wbilethe others had either a minor or a concentrationin
mathematics. Four teachers taught in the elementary grades (4, 5, 7/8 and 7-
Level ill) while the others ranged from Grade 9 to Level III
When asked whether or not their training had adequately prepared them
to teach mathematics, opinions were divided. Half of the participants felt they
were more than adequately trained, with one referring to the internship as the
most valuable learning experience, and another found that his tutoring
experience was particularly useful to gain an understanding of how students
learn. The other half were not as positive on the question. One felt that it was
not until he did his Master's courses tbat his eyes were opened as to bow to
teach math. Another felt that 80% of it you pickup in your first five or six
years. One participant thought that there is not enough time to work with the
curriculurn and to know it and that there was a paucity of methods courses to
learn different strategies and ideas, especiaUy in primary and elementary. Still
another lamented that she was a primary trained teacher who ended up teaching
in highschool'
I had to start teaching myself because every time they changed-Jthink I
have been through three, maybe four different curriculums (sic) and
ideologies-each time they switched, I had to teach myself.
4.1.2ExperienceasaStudent
AJI respondents stated that their own experience as students influenced
the way they teach mathematics. Several did not feel, however, that these were
positive experiences. Two teachers said that they were taught through drill and
practiceandhadatendencytomimicthatapproach,atleastatfirst. Another
stated it was of the utmost importance that a teacher "get it across bycoming
down to the real world." Still another said "My math teachers were boring and
humourless so J try to incorporate my personality into my teaching, making it
more fun through being friendly and approachable." Finally, one respondent
said, "I try to do the exact opposite of what was done forme."
Two participants were more positive about how their experience as a
student influenced their teaching. One noted the importance of thinking back to
these times to remember "How did I figure these things out?, How did I solve
theseproblemsTtogaininsightintotheteachingprocess. Anotherresponded
that her successful teachers had helped her to bewelJ-organized and to convey
information effectively. Then, there was one respondent who said he was
taught in the old-fashioned way - book, assignment, test - and could never get
his questions answered. He summed it up this way'
I structure my classroom in a way that they will explore about the whys
of math. As a student in university, I think about my students now on
more ofapersonal level because I kind of relate to them. Likemaking
sure they all have access to whatl'm doing in the classroom and they are
4.1.3 Career Pathway
When asked about their career pathways, there was a variety of
comments. One teacher had hopes of staying in ajuniorrugh setting teaching
math; another wanted to stay in high school math although she was prirnary
trained. Still another planned on doing a Masters in mathematics in the near
future. One respondent contrasted his seven years in a rural school where he
taught multi-grades with the different issues of the largerrughschool where he
currently works. Another respondent told of her experience with many in-
services, Criterion-Referenced Testing (CRT) boards and even working with
the Department of Education as a consultant from K-9. Finally, there was
another teacher presently doing a Special Education degree who feltthat there
was not enough intervention for math at the lower grade levels. lnherwords,
We do readiness and phonics instruction at lower grades when reading
skills are not where they need to be, but I don't think we are doing
enough of that kind of thing for mathematics.
4.2 Classroom Management
4.2.1 Style of TeachingITypical Class
With regard to style of teaching the eight respondents offered up a wide
diversityofcornments-fromtheelementaryteacherwhousesnotexts,tests,or
assignments in herproblem-solvingapproach,tothehighschool mathteacher
with his more formal, disciplined classroom atmosphere. Nevertheless, there
weremanycomrnonalities in their responses. Nearly all spoke of the
irnportance of introducing topics carefully with linkages to the previous topic.
All stressed the importance of being organized and structured as well as
consistent in the classroom practices. Practically all teachers utilize pairing or
small group work in their classroom. The majority describe their teaching style
as an inve5tigative or problem-solving approach although several admit to being
more traditional or using "chalk and talk." All teachers stressed the imponance
of monitoring student progress through such things as classroom observations
and homework checks, and also interacting with the students individually to
assistwhereneedeli
Although several teachers recognized the necessity ofwbole group
teaching, they did acknowledge its limitations in keeping students' attention.
One respondent explained how she gave students little roles to play as
volunteers to di tribute calculators, for example. The panicipant who did not
use tests and textbooks liked to give fiveminutewann-ups for review and
utilized ponfolios and math centers to keep the children active and engaged.
Despite the emphasis on small group work, all felt that independent seat work is
also critical. Working with concrete manipulatives was a recurring idea. As a
maneroffacl, one teacher stated all her cia sesarebased on the learning styles
of her tudents. She described her typical class as project-based and hands-on,
\vith kinesthetic learners using manipuJatives, and visual learners working with
the Smart Board. Overall, on this question, a diversity of responses was given
but with many recurring ideas and practices.
4.2.2 Accommodating Individual Learning Styles
With regard to accommodating individual learning styles, all respondents
recognized that different individuals do have different learning styles. One
teacher commented that some students will need manipulatives to solve
mathematical prohlerns wbileothers can move quickly into abstract thinking.
Anotherparticipantnotedtbeimportanceofgivingstudentschoicestoallow
tbem control over tbeir own learning, and felt that he has had much success
witb learning centers and appropriate pairings to create choices. One
respondent stated tbattechnology has helped bim alJow for individual learning
styles with such too!s as the tech calculator, the intemet and tbeSmart Board.
He thought that the different ways to instruct that these technologies have made
possible, especially for visual representation, are so valuable and make learning
interesting and enjoyable.
Many of the responses to the question on individual !earningstyles
pertainedtostudentswitbleamingdifficuJties. Severalteacbersreferredto
providing notes tosucb students so they can focus on understanding rather than
copying things down. They also mentioned extra help, more time for test
completion, alternate settings, special pairings and class support fromspeciaJ
servicesteacbers. A couple of teachers referred to a wide range of
manipulatives, study guides, flip sheets, visual aids,projectorsandvideos
whichareessentiallyavailabletoall,basedon ability and interest.
On the other end oftbespectrum, leachers also commented on gifted or
bright students. Several spoke of providing extra problems, worksheets and
handouts ofa more challenging nature to stimulate their minds and a1leviale
boredom. Another spoke ofspecial research projects, internet math games and
otheractivitiestosustaininteresl. One respondent felt that accommodating
individual learning styles was often complicaled by having to finish the
curriculum on time and also by sometimes having advanced, academic and
basic students in the same class. One teacher summed up his concerns this way:
I think the whole math program is taught the wrong way. It should be
done in order to address the needs of all the different leamers because
they all do learn math. They just go through different stages in their
understanding. We should leach them where they are and move them to
the next stage.
4.2.3 uccessfulTeaching
From the responses 10 the question on what leads 10 success with
students, several themes emerged. AJong with good attendance (sometimes
compromisedbystudentsworkingoutsideofschool),teachersexpressed how
importantthestudents'workethicwastosuccess-howtheyneedtoputina
good effort. Three respondents identified how crucial it was for students to
build and gain confidence in doing mathematics, often by small increments
using "crutching" for example, and that success builds on success. Motivation
was also mentioned as significant and that teachers need to interact with each
student as frequently as possible, providing encouragernent and positive
feedback along with extratirne and resources to foster better motivationin
students. One teacher remarked that students should research and set their own
goaIs both for the school classroom and for post-secondary schools so theycan
"buy into the program."
Another key to success that was identified was teachers knowing the
needs of the students. One teacher felt that the lessons should fit the learners
and said she always does essential skills evaluations before teaching new
concepts. Another thought that the supposedly "new concepts" such as
pathways/inclusion and multiple intelligences are things that good teachersdo
and have always done to accommodate student differences. Still another
respondent summed it up this way:
My ability to know the needs of my students leads to their success-their
leamingstyles,interestsandpreferences.lalsofeelgivingstudents
choice gets them engaged and empowers them to be in control of their
learning, and how they learn, and they can then show me what they have
4.2.4 Unsuccessful Teaching
To a large extent, teachers in the study identified the reasons for lack 0 f
success in teaching mathematics to be the opposite practices and conditionsof
those which lead to success. For example, bad attendance records and poor
work ethic were cited, as weU as lack of motivation. One participant stated that
childrensometimesbecomedisinterestedinclassifteachersdonotreallyknow
them and do not keep them engaged and consequently, very little leaming
occurs. Two respondents identified the need to teach students to be more
independent, and that itis all right to fail sometimes and not to constantly Iook
to the teacher for "the answer." One teacher explained that students are
sometimes taught too much too soon and they are not taught at the
developmental level of what they are capable of understanding. Finally, there
was acknowledgment that students sometimes do not have the pre-requisites for
their grade level:
Many students are unsuccessful when they come to me with deficiencies
inmaththat'sbeencarriedforward,probablyfromelementaryschool.
Instead of having times tables memorized, for example, they have to use
their calcuJator to do simple arithmetic.
The important role of the parent was also identified as a crucial factor in the
4.2.5 Problem-Solvingvs. Drill and Practice for Student Success
When asked whether students experience more success with the problem-
solving approach or using drill and practice, the participants in the study were
divided. Two chose the problem-solving approach; four cited drill and practice
as more effective; and two endorsed a combination of the two.
Of the two who selected the former approach, one explained that coming
up with strategies and utilizing them is far superior to drill and practice for the
transferalofskiJls. The other supporter felt that through the problem-solving
approach, she was able to raise CRT scores in her class so that they were higher
than in any of the previous years in her school's history.
Of the fOUT who preferred drill and practice, one said she liked that more
structured approach and that the invesligative method can be very difficult for
many tudenls who Deed to be led through mall successes and being shown
examples of what is expected. Another concurred, comparing learning math to
driving in winter, staling that the only way to develop "automaticity" was
tbroughconstantpractice. A tbird supporter thought that studeDls with weak
ability in mathematics can benerdo drill and practice because they are
following a kind of "recipe" whereas problem-solving requires higher-level
thinkingwhichmanystudeDlsfrnddifficull. Finally,anotherrespoDdeDtDoted
that drill and practice works bener for such processes as factoriog, FOIL (Firsl
Outside Inside Last), teaching quadratics and logarithms which are
characterized by certain rules.
As menlioned, two teachers fell the two approaches werenol
conceptually incompatible paradigms. One ciled times wheD drill and practice
is needed and other times when it serves no purpose. ShethoughtchildreDdo
Deedstralegies to solve problems butthal the entire math program shouJd DOt be
centeredarouodit ThesecoDdproponentofacombinalioDapproachsupported
the dynamics of the invesligativemodel but felt, like in baskethall, studenls
only improve with praclice. She commented:
There has to be a balance. I think what happened was they went hog wild
one way to investigate everything, which is lovely but you wouJd need
three years for every one-year course, and then they went back to driJl
and practice which was too much of that. A nice blend of the two is what
works best.
4.2.6 Long-Term Retention of kills
Halfoftherespondentsinthe tudy held the opinion that long-term
retention of skills is better facilitated by the problem-solving technique than
drill and practice. One teacher felt that, "when you get down to it, it's really the
strategies thatstudentsretain,andthatdrill and practice leaves them with
nothing to work with." Another reiterated that students retain more through
problem-solvingbecausetheyhavetoworkthroughsituationsandfigureout
what strategies they oeed to use. Still another stressed that in problem solving,
they are thinking about what the problem means to find a solution and because
theyaresoengaged.,theywiJJrememberitbecau ethey find it meaningful.
Finally, the fourth respondent felt problem-solvingcouJd be applied toother
situations and could be retained longer over drill and practice which he
described as essentially memorizing a certain recipe, not really understanding it
and therefore, the retention is not there.
Ontheotherhand,twooftherespondentsstated drill and practice
produced better long term retention in students. One of those interviewed
thought acronyms, like FOIL for example, would tend to stick in their minds
more so than problem-solving techniques. Another simply subscribed to the
axiomthatpracticemakesperfectandthatitisthebestmethodparticularlyin
elementary school. The final two respondents were more "on the fence"
regarding the issue. One was of the opinion that, when children explore topics
they tend to retain what they learned but she also found students perform better
if they get a lot of drill and practice, basically performing tasks numerous times.
Finally,anotherrespondentwithmixedfeelingsstateddrillandpracticeworks
but a certain amount of understanding is also necessary. Sheexpressedher
feelings through this metaphor:
If you don't know why you don't cross the road when the driver to your
right has a green light,itdoesn'tmatter-youwiU still survive in this
world if you don't cross the road when the light is green. But to hold on
to something, you have to understand it, to have an interest in it; a love
forit,forittobeyourpassion,yes.
4.2.7 Meeting Curriculum Outcomes
Opinions were definitely divided over how difficult it is to meet
curriculum outcomes. Two respondents felt that specific curriculum outcomes
(SeO's)couldveryreadilybemetusingtheproblem-solvingapproachsince,as
one stated,"Foranyonegiven problem, you are probably attacking at Ieast ten
outcomes per problem." The other positive respondent said she had trouble at
first but by incorporating math into the other subject areas, it could be
accomplished and given more relevance in the "realistic world."
Of the three participants who replied in the negative, one responded that
the Department's new investigative approach takes much longer and that
teacherssometimesresortbacktodriUandpracticeinordertofinishthe
program. A second felt that there are simply too many seo's and students do
not move fast enough and that broader curriculum outcomes should be
instituted. A third commented that she has never fmished the Grade X
curriculum in any of her eleven years teaching it, and that the problem is
usually the high level of deficiency in the students who do not have the pre-
requisite math skills.
The remaining three respondents had mixed feelings on the subject. One
felt the seo's could be met but that there was a significant number of students
who lag behind because of the compact time frame and require tutoring and out
of school assistance. Another teacher thought he could do justice to it but that
he is required to "teach too much and that the curriculum powers that be may
understand math but they don't understand how a child learns", being too
focused on their own agenda and not fully cognizant of what chiJdren are
capable of understanding. Finally, the last participant recommended a balance
between "how much you investigate and how much you teach directly" to meet
seo requirements. She stressed how important it was to have well-trained
teachers with reasonable expectations (not too many outcomes) in a sensible
time frame. Shesurnmeditupthisway:
You have to have a few less outcomes that [students] really learn than a
pile that you are rushing through so fast that they are not retaining
anything-building the foundation on one level for what you aredoing
4.2. 8 upplementing the Specific Curriculum Outcomes
The majority of the respondents (six out of eight) felt that they are able to
supplement the course seo's to accommodate individual student needs
although some did have qualifications. One teacher uses supplementary
material to explore topics a little further depending on student skills and
attitudes but not so much with academic courses. Another felt compelled to
pursue extensions of topics of interest to students to facilitate long term
retention, although she acknowledged that such discussionwasnotalways
possible because of time constraints. A third referred to the same issue with
time but does take a couple of classes per unit for fun activities and games as
altematewaysofinstructing.
Other respondents feltthatSeO's could be supplemented but that there
were limitations. For one, it was problematic from a time perspective but was
greatly facilitated when a special services co-teacher was abletohelp
Another stated that having to repeat investigations and re-teach topicsfor
students with "borderline basic" skills often pre-empted any kindofenrichment.
Another indicated she was trying to get away from unit-based work and
incorporate different math strands into her teaching and that this has enabled
her to meet the outcomes and have a bit more freedom in her class. Two
respondents were more emphatic that they did not supplement seo's to any
large degree. One stated he was "pretty outcome-oriented" and that was the
focus other than sometimes using technology to broaden the outcomes.
Anotheracknowledgedthathecoulddeviateineveryothersubjectbutinmath,
the "amount of stuff to be done" tends to dictate that he goes "Here are the
algorithms, plug in the numbers, and move on."
All respondents identified some type of enrichment in their mathematics
programs. Such activities included extra work (i.e., higher level questions,
drawing from outcomes in the next grade level and even extra courses in one
particular high school context). Working with the calculator and extra units on
such topics as graphing and tessellations, were also identified. In one instance,
giftedstudentswereassignedtooneteacherforspecificclasseswheretheydid
enjoyable activities like work puzzles, brain teasers and such to enrichtheir
math program.
4.2.10 Extra-CurricularActivities
Most respondents indicated some kind of extra-curricular activities for
their students in mathematics. Four teachers replied that their students did Math
League competitions particularly for junior high; and four also named the
Waterloo contests - Pascal, Cayley, Fermat, and Euclid. The Blundon contest
from MUN was mentioned by one participant. Two schools were reported to
have lunchtime enrichment activities which in one case ran for a whole week
and in another case, involved creating a scale model of the school. "Kangaroo
Math" for the lower grades was also mentioned as well as a math-driven relay
race. Only two respondents replied there were no extra-curricular math
activities for their students with one K-6 teacher explaining that "we can't
participate in anything because of where we live."
4.3. 1 What is Math Reform?
The general understanding of math reform was that it was basically a
movement towards an investigative or discovery style oflearningas opposed to
the traditional driU and practice model. The majority of teachers used these
terms to describe math reform as well as "math exploration" or a problem-
solving approach intended to get students more active in learning. Two thought
it had been around for ten years and another mentioned longer than that, with
one of the former stating it was brought in at the Grade X level
For one respondent, math reform means "rethinking" math and getting
back to its practical roots and realizing there is often more than one way to
solve problems. Another felt that teachers are not doing the investigations and
followingthetextbooks,butratheraresupplementingthematerialwitb
workbooks. He also stated that the "new" math is really not that much different
except for, in his own case, includingtransformationalsandincorporating
statistics into all coursesratberthan it being a separate course.
One teacher was of the opinion that tbe Grade VII program was actually
getting away from the "new math" because it is investigative attimes,butit
also involves a lot of direct teaching. Sbe liked the current books betterbecause
they included more resources with good practice and worked-out examples,
something lacking in the previous books and this deficiency, in her view, served
as an impediment to students and parents trying to use them. She also felt that,
like training wheels on a bike, modeling in teaching should be discarded when
the students have "gone to the algorithm."
Another respondent lamented the way she had been taught math with the
teacher giving out information, doing problems that she did not really
understand and having to memorize formulas. She described math reform this
Math reform for me means that there has been a shift from a procedure
knowledge base to a conceptual one, where students are being challenged
10 use the knowledge they are gaining and apply il 10 problem-solving
situations. It's less aboul procedure and moreaboulthemunderslanding
why they are doing whal they're doing and relaling il and connecting il to
other differenl strands.
4.3.2 Does Math Reform Work? Do You upport It?
Oftheeighl respondents, t\vostaled thaI drill and practice works bener
for them, t\VO thought that math reform does work and four were positive but
withquaJificalions. In the lanercategory, one teacher remarked that it can be
quite successful but only if the students areefficienl with theprerequisilessince
the invesligations assume thaI the studenls have maslered them and
unfortunalely, often limes they have nol. A second in lhis group objecled 10 the
drastic way reform was implemented, bringing it into Grade X after students
had gone through K-9 doing drill and practice and expecting students to leam a
different way and thalleachers tea.ch a differenl way. The third fell it was not
working because kids are nol performing well on CRT's and leachers are not
being given proper and timely in-service. The fourth did not elaborate.
Of the t\Vo participants who were more supportive of math reform, one
stressed it works well iftheteachers have confidence in themselves and havea
vested interest in it, while the other was a proponent because he thoughtmath
reform helps us to rethink math and offer the students more alternatives. The
two respondents who preferred drill and practice did recognize math reform had
strong points in its favour, but they seemed to think many learners could not
take that "higher end approach to the exploration" and that organized,
structured lesson plans were the best means to achieve curriculum outcomes.
The question of whether the respondents supported math reformbrought
answers consistent with the previous question. Most said they supported it
although several did have reservations while two did not support it. Thosewho
supported it liked the fact that it gave students alternatives and the freedomto
discover. Those who did not cited problems with implementation, in-servicing,
and student lack of pre-requisites and poor adaptability for higher level
learning. One teacher stated that there should be a combination of both
investigation anddriH andpracticetofostersk:ills. She supported the
exploratory benefit of math reform but felt the approach was not always time-
efficient or conducive to keeping students on task. One teacher commented:
J deal with parents who say "Why are you teaching the students that way
(the problem-solving approach)? Just teach them the right way and they
wilileam it." But they need to understand that there is more than one
right way.
4.3.3 Does Math Reform Increase Demands on Your Time?
All respondents stated that the "math reform model" placed more
demands on their time and most were emphatic about it. For three teachers, it
was because getting materials and resources for the investigations was
problematic, not to mention the methodology itself was not always time-
efficient in the classroom. As one of these teachers explained, "The new
investigative approach involves a lot more prep time than doing a few examples
and assigning twenty questions on a concept."
For another participant, the time-consuming aspect was figuring out the
differentpossibilitiesthatthestudentsmaydiscover,thestrategiesyouare
goingtoteach,generallydifferentiatingthelessons. Still another felt so much
timewasexpendedcoveringthegapsinthestudents'understandingbecause
they lacked basic numeracy skills. One teacher stated that the texts and the
curriculum documents do not support math reform, and there are not a lot of
teachers or board personnel who know how to implement it. However, she
rnaintained that it works and it is worth it although it takes a lot of time.
Another respondent concurred that demands on her time were excessive butthat
when courses were better laid out with closer matches between curriculum
guides and textbooks for example, the demands are diminished. Finally, there
was the opinion that better in-servicing and training, perhaps even including a
course being offered to teachers, could better facilitate the impIementation of
the reform model.
4.3.4 Obstacles to Meeting Reform Expectations
Several obstacles to meeting reform expectations were identified in the
study: time constraints, students' lack of ability and motivation, lack of
support, flawed course design and insufficient in-servicing. Tworespondents
mentioned time constraints and that the investigations take too long, Ieavingno
timetoactuallypracticeonthetopicandthatteacherswerenotwellprepared
and were expected to change ovemight and so were the students. Students'
lack of ability for the investigative approach was cited as an obstacle anditwas
noted that teachers often revert back to algorithms that work to allow them to
coverthecurricuJumandsatisfyaccountability. Onerespondentnotedthat
motivation is sometimes a factor and that having students solveproblems on
their own works better in theory than in practice and that at least with drill and
practice, you can actually see what they are doing. A lack of support was
mentioned along with the fact that sometimes courses are not laid out well with
a poor match between curriculum guides and textbooks. Finally,two
respondents referred toa lack of proper in-servicing with one feel ingteachers
need the opportunity to voice concems and to leamtogetherto feel more
comfortable doing things in a different way and the other suggesting teachersbe
offered courses as previously mentioned.
4.3.5 Have Teachers Modified Practice for Math Reform?
The general opinion from the study is that math teachers as a whole have
not been able or willing to modify their practices in response to math reforrn.
One respondent said that she thought teachers are just not "discovering it
themselves" and three responded that teachers have tried it but found it too
difficult or time-consuming and have reverted back to drill and practice because
the latter was "more organized" or was more conducive to betterperforrnance
and accountability.
For one participant the problem is that a lot of teachers do not know
about math reforrn, and misunderstand the problem-solving approach, thinking
it can be taught by the book when in hermind,the book has nothing to do with
problem-solving. Another respondent felt that some have adapted and others
havenol, primarily because the focus is not on the curriculum outcomes where
it should be and it needs to "be understood that a resource is only a resource."
Therewasalsotheopinionthateffectiveandtimelyin-serviceandttainingare
so lacking that the problem-solving approach has not been given a fair chanceo
One more positive opinion was that teachers, being resilient people, are
incorporating investigations and drill and practice into their teaching as they
always have. She explained that "with differentiated learning you really get to
take a lot of different approaches to it. Differentiated learning is just anew
catchphrase for stuff we've been doing for years."
4.4. Teacher Support
4. 4. 1 Competence/Support for Reformist Goals
With regard to competence in enacting reformist goals, practically all
respondents stated they felt competent in teaching mathematics but not
necessarily the goals of reform. Hal f the teachers stated that their confidence in
the new ideology has taken a period oftirne to develop and has generally come
prirnarily through their own initiatives and effort. One such teacher felt
competent only because she has attended national conferences, workedon
curriculum guides, and spent time with teachers who share her philosophy and
vision. For one participant, although she felt competent and capable in teaching
math, she thought the competence of many K-6 teachers has been unjustly
undermined because the Department attributes problems with the program to
the erroneous belief that the teachers can not teach the math. Another
respondent did not address the question of competence because she "was not
really familiar with reforrnistgoals."
On the subject of support, almost all teachers responded that support was
either inadequate or inappropriate. One teacher in the study stated she did not
feel supported because she has not been shown how to utilize her time in the
actual teaching and has to incorporate drill and practice to use time wiseIyand
have students achieve success. Others replied that if not for other teachers
teaching the courses or training from outside sources (as previously mentioned)
there would be no support. For another participant the problem was that
teachers were unqualified because they have not been given enough timeto
know the courses and that teachers were coming out from MUN not knowing,
for example, how to make up tests with questions that reflect the weighting for
the various outcomes. Two respondents felt the Department has failed in the
way they have implemented the program. For one, it is the fact that they did
not start the program in Kindergarten in the beginning, and that there has not
been enough in-service or support from the district level to clarify expectations
or provide resources. For the second, it was the same problem with
implementation and professional development(pD) as well as unavailabilityof
books and that the itinerant teachers hired as supports were not necessarily lead
teachers or were not especially qualified for that position. Finally, one
participant did feel supported in her local school because the stafftends to help
each other and share ideas and expertise, and she is very positive aboutthemath
itinerant teachers although her school could not avail of one
4. 4. 2 Assistance in Teaching the Reform Approach
For the most part, teachers in the study reported that more assistance was
definitely needed to successfully implement the new programs. Two
respondents stated that they have received very linleassistance butdespitetllis,
they are the ones giving others help (i.e., conference calls, providing
"shadowing" for novice teachers because of their experiences). For one, she
would welcome more collaboration and sharing of ideas. Another teacher
thought resources are lacking and more assistance from the district level is
needed by gening the teachers together to discuss progress and showteachers
how to enact thecurriculwn especially during pilot courses. A couple of
participants would prefer more "hands-on in-servicing" while another felt
maller classes would lead to more success with the ne\ approach since some
ofherclasseshavenwnbersinthehighthiniesandhaveadiverserangeof
learning needs including students with auti m and Tourette's Syndrome.
On the more positive side, one re pondent felt that the new Grade vn
program was a step in the right direction with its extra worksheets and pre-done
tests. Anotherrepljed that her school did a lot with sharing resources and that
First Class was particularly useful in facilitating communication with prograrn
coordination at the board level. One irnprovement, she felt, would be to reduce
the number of outcomes for courses and to work toward better communication
between parties on all levels.
4. 4. 3 Access to Resources
One theme that was prominent regarding re ources (over halftbe
respondents identified it) was that the department and district were not
pro iding adequate resources, and that the teachers feel tbey have to use their
own money to supplement what is being pro ided. One teacher felt that all the
neces ary resources should be given up front and that all teachers starting a
course should have their own manual and teacher resource book, which is not
always the case. Another said she buys her own membership to the CfM
web ite ("her Bible'') because of budget constraints. Foryetanother,sbe
commended the Grade VII program with its compact disc (CD), resource guide
and practice book, but when sberequested an additional binderfortheprograrn,
shewastoldthescboolcouldnotaITordtobuyil Finally, another respondent
described the limited resources and explained he has to use ber own laptop and
bad to buy a projector.
There were more positive responses in the study, however, to the issue of
resource accessibility. For one teacher the internet has increased the
availability of resources significantly, although he feltthedepartmentshould
furnish more worksheets and such to clarify what is expected of students. The
new Grade VII program was praised by another participant for its excellent
book and supplementary resources. The Eastern School District was also
applauded for providing some good resources like Microsoft Office 2007, FX
urreal and programs like Math Type. Finally, for one respondent it was a
question ofcreatingberown resource base, stating that, througb berelforts,ber
chool has an entire math resource room and all classrooms bave resources
based on their curriculum. Sbereferredtocalculalors clocks, overheads,
pattemblocks,alongwithamathboardintheslaffroomconlainingbasic
manipuJalivesheets and research articles 10 boot.
4.4.4 Supplementary Materials ofVour Own
Five participants specifically referenced thaI they use their own nOles, 01d
books and other resources assupplemenlary malerials and the other three
irnplied thaI they did also. Praclicallyallsaidtheyhadtheirownuniqueselof
noles wbich they develop 10 suil theirslyle of leaching, often using their own
knowledge as a base along with malerials from many sources. One leacher who
had been leaching for eleven years mentioned he had his own workbook as
well,whileanolherstill"resortsback"tooldgeometryandalgebralexlbooks.
AnotherrespondenlacknowledgedthecurricuJumguidesandoulcomesbulslill
feels il necessary 10 "tweak those things 10 your own style of leaching."
Finally, one inlerviewed leacberhoped lhalthe need losupplemenl malerials
wouJdbeallevialedinthefuture:
Hopefully with this new reform in Grades VIl, vrn, and IX, there won'l
be a need 10 depend upon other resources. Everything you need plus
more [will be provided.] There's more there than you can aClually leach.
4.4.50tberUsefuIResources
A variety of useful resources were referenced in the interviews. Two
respondents endorsed a supplementary resource book by Todd Sharpe which
they described as "a drill and practice type of book." Naturally,SmanBoards
and online resources were affirmed including the Aliant Learning Centre and
the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives. The NCTMjoumals were
highlycomrnended for the relevant and exciting activities they offer, as was the
NCTM avigation Series, which involves books written on strands on such
topics as geometry, measurement, nurnberand operations and includeactivities
for student exploration, "what reform is all about," according to one respondent.
Finally, the Centre for Distance Learning website (COLI) was also given
a strong endorsement. "They haveaJl their units laid out. It's all visual on the
board. Theyhavelittleinteractives,audioclips,tellingstudentshowtodo
things step-by-step, the algorithms of mathematics."
4.4.6 Profes ionalDevelopment
Almost all respondents were critical oftheamoUDtandlortirningof
professional development. For one, the problem was it was offered when the
teachers were "knee deep in the curriculum" and many topics were already
covered. Another concurred that the PO was done after the actual
implementation (October for September). Still another complained that her PD
was watching a OVD of "four or five people talking about the course." One
respondent thought that teachers who piloted the courses "got good in-service"
but after that it was "here's your book and carry on." Anotherparticipant
remarked that teachers did not understand, for example, the rubric for CRT's -
communication, reasoning, problem-solving - and that there was nobody at the
board or department level with the interest or ability or the will to rectify the
situation. There were also comments that most in-service is repetitive and that
only university courses would be a source of improvement for one respondent;
that a lot of PO involved Smart Boards which are not always available; and that
much of the PD is focused on school growth which is more talk than action.
There were some positive comments that the PD helped one teacher to be
familiar with the book, the curriculum and the guide through the offerings in
both the spring and the falJ. AnotherthoughttheESD is doing a better job
especially in Grade VII with PO being made available in both June and
September although more is needed,perhapsevenathreemonth course 0 nthe
new methodology. Finally,anotherrespondentremarkedthatshehasbeen
given adequatePD only because she sought it out but she did not feel what was
mandated is sufficient.
4.4.7 Improvements to Professional Development
In terms of improvements for professional development, five respondents
felt math teachers need more in-service than is presently provided and of these
three remarked that thePD should be done before the curriculum is
implemented. Aspreviouslymentioned,onerespondentfeltacourseshouldbe
designed and presented for teachers on the new methodology. Fourrespondents
identified that more professional collaboration and resource sharing should be
happening. Specifically, one felt teachers should be encouraged tospend time
in each other's classrooms doing hands-on activities, and that schools should do
their best to facilitate these excbangesparticularly for new teachers. Two
others spoke of getting relevant teachers together in small groups to discuss
their courses rather than sessions en masse. Others thought the department
should provide more practical resources and more direction andclaritywith
regard to curriculum expectations. Two respondents referenced the Western
Protocol and essentially thought that if we are to emulate that curriculum, then
we must also be willing to increase the amount of in-servicing and support to
keep pace with the Westem Provinces and we have not traditionally done that.
4. 5 Stakeholders
4. S. I Parents' Attitudes Toward Reform
Five of the eight respondents in the study feltthatparentshavenegative
attitudes toward reform. One thought the parents were frustrated because "it's
not the way they have beentaugbt," and the investigation approach isnewto
them and that makes it very difficult for them to help their children. Another
said that parents have difficulty with it because they see their children
struggling with discovery learning and complaining about it as well as seeing
their marks drop. One spoke of a parent who was an engineer and another who
was an accountant who could not assist their children with homework because
these professionals were not familiar with the method and approach, or models
and manipulatives and such. With comments like "There's nothing in the
books, not even one worked out example," at least two parents have had to
resort to hiring tutors for their children. Accordingtoanotherrespondent,
parents are used to, "This is the algorithm, plug it in and that's it, no thinking
involved,sowhentheyseethelatticemethodoratiltedsquare(whichthe
children understand better) they counteract what she is doing and undermineit."
On a more positive note, one respondent said that parents do not know
enough about math reform to support it or not support it, andthateventually,
after the kids have been immersed intheproblem-solvingapproach,theparents
will support it because they will see their children "getting it." Anotherthought
some parents support it and some do not, but the main problem isthatparents
havenotbeenincluded,andthatparentbookletscanhelpfacilitateabetter
connection between home and school. For another respondent, the new
Western Protocol, with its more organized structure, will be better received by
parents because the books will be better organized and kids' notes should
support that and "that's what parents like." FinalIY,inanotherteacher's
opinion, she hoped the new books would all be like the new Grade VIl because
they have step-by-step problem solutions, and parents can see exactlyhowthe
4.5.2 Department of Education and Math Reform
The question of why would the Department of Education support math
reform drew commentary along several lines. Two felt that emulating the
ideologies coming from the United States was not necessarily wise since they
historically perform worse than Canada in mathematics. Another thought there
was an inability to commit to reform since the leadership in the department was
always temporary and subject to the whims of politics. For another, it was the
fact that the university is crying out that students do not understand math that is
driving reform. One respondent stated that the Department ofEducation wants,
in a perfect world, better students who can handle problem-solving strategies
and apply them to new situations. He further explained that students must,
however, also have a good level of reading comprehension:
The book is often full of word problems, less numbers, less drill and
practice, and if a student is weak in reading comprehension, he/she would
be los!. Essentially, the textbook [becomes something] for a more
advanced student.
Several respondents endorsed the new direction for the Departmen!. For
one, it was that "the research is showing that doing math this way gets the best
results" and that, because we are becoming a technological world, we are
becoming a world of problem solvers, and children need to be able to solve
problems. There was also the opinion that "kids need to know what they are
doing, and why they are doing it" and they need to be able to explain it in words
and support it as well as do mental math activities to promote thinking.
Another suggested that the Department was concerned with the low percentage
of students actually passing academic math and that, ifit truly invested in math
reform and provided the necessary resources, a drastic change could occur for
the better because studeDts who are adept at problem-solving would be better
prepared for post-secondary education. FinaUy,onerespondeDtthought that
therewerebiggerissueshere,muchbroaderthanmathreform:
I think changing the curriculum and approach is not necessarily aU they
have to do. They have to start putting some things in place that have
nothing to do with the math curriculum at all but with the students being
taughtresponsibility,diligence,howtostudy.Wehavetoinstillinthem
this ideaofaworkethic, and it's not being done.
4. S. 3 Piloted Courses in Relation to Math Reform
In response to the questioD of whether or not they had piloted any math
reform courses, three respondents replied succincUy that they had not and a
fourLh said she had not but was a student ofa piloted course in GradeX. (She
stated she "didn't like it very much and it wasn't good.") Two others stated
they had not either but one related how his school had dropped the new Math
1204 pilot that his colleagues were doing because it was so confusing and had
not been implemented properly. For the other, she also had not piloted courses
but she had helped to write curriculum guides and so she felt this work kept her
very involved in the process.
For the remaining two respondents who had piloted math courses, one
benefited from the guidance of one of her cooperating teachers andbecarne
very successful and a good resource for other teachers when shemovedtoa
new school, the other had done all of the highschool prograrn. One respondent
also commented that to her knowledge, the new WNCP curriculum has not been
piloted but rather, "They just said, 'Here's the curriculum, here's the resources,
seeyalater,havefunwithit.'"
4.5.4 Department of Education's Response to Feedback
When asked about the Department of Education's response to feedback,
four of the eight participants replied in the negative while the other four were
positive or at least recognized signs of improvement. Of those who indicated
no, one respondent felt that you give the feedback but the in-service is so far
behind that it's too late to change anything and it's a "done deal" by the time it
gets to teachers. Another was disappointed that she helped write documents
about the module books they had, but the changes they requested-more
examples, more questions and practice - were not addressed at all, and the
module books and the textbooks ended up being "pretty much identical." For
another, the problem was that the Department responded quitefavourablyto her
complaints regarding too many outcomes in the Atlantic Provinces curriculum
courses but that these complaints were overruled by the other provinces because
they had different issues. Finally, a fourth respondent was critical because she
felttheK-6teacherswereconstantlysayingthatthechildrenwerestruggling
with math and the CRT's confirmed it but it was only when media and parental
pressures came to bear that the Department put 25 extra support teachers in
place and moved toward the WNCP math curriculum
Two of the four respondents who replied more favourably also referred to
the Western Protocol. One thought that the shift to the WNCP curriculum is
evidence that the Department is getting the message and that the emailsand
course discussions as well as the request for input are good signs, although
there is still a ways to go. Two others also felt that the Western Protocol is an
example that the Department is responding to the concerns of teachers, and thaI
changes to the useofDVD's for in-services also reflects apositiveresponselo
teacher feedback. Finally, one participant reflected that the departrnentheadsof
schools represented the best avenue for collective feedback and that hopefully,
the Department is recognizing this fact.
4.5.5 Teachers' Responses to Math Reform?
Practically all of the respondents who addressed this question did noI
think teachers are responding well to math reform methods. Two were of the
opinion that some teachers are and some are not and that it seems to be working
for some and not others. Another felt there were no checks and balances put in
place to monitor the new approach and that, in her view, department headsare
too "snowed under" to know whether it is actually being implemented in the
For other respondents, the problems related to implementation. Onesaid
that math reform is just one of the many new things being "thrown at teachers."
There was also the comment that teachers are not getting enough direction on
how to implement and present it and consequently, students are having major
difficulty with it, prompting some teachers to revert back to drill andpractice.
Finally, one participant replied that teachers are not responding to mathreform
methods because "they are not used to teaching that way and a lot of them don 't
know anything about this math refonn." He felt it may work [me in theory but
in actuality, it is very difficult to operationize.
4.5.6 Courses Affected by Western Protocol
Only four respondents in the study addressed directly the question of
whether their courses will be affected by the Western Protocol. One said she
taught Grade IV math, and that Grades IV and I would be the flTst groups
affected because of the CRT's. For another it was Math 1204 and 1206 which
were supposed to be implemented in September 2010 but have now beenputoff
until 2011-12. The respondent thought this was a good indication that the
Departmentwantstoensurethatthingsarereadybeforethenewprotocolis
implemented. Stating that probably all his courses would be changed, another
teacher thought the pre-calculus looked impressive and fmally, another
participant simply said she liked the new books
4.5.7 Degree of Consultation on Western Protocol
Practically all the respondents in the study said there was no consultation
with them before the decision was made to introduce the Western Protocol.
Despite this fact, there was also no dissension about the move. Two teachers
simply stated that they understood that the decision to adopt the Western
Protocol came through means of a committee "on a higher leveL" Another
thought it resulted from dissatisfaction with the current curriculum and was an
attempt to "bridge the gap between the math refonn and the drill and practice, a
blend.ingofthetwo." Still another replied that she was not consulted but does
"support the WNCP as an excellent approach to teaching mathematics."
Fourrespondents,despitenotbeingconsulted,didacknowledgesome
opportunities for input and/or feedback. One stated that she helped to develop
the curriculum for Grade V following the Western Protocol while another
thought beropportunity to give feedback during PDwas a positive experience.
Still another had given feedback on the actual curriculum objectives for the
practical,theacademicand the advanced courses, and finally, another
responded that he had assisted on line with course feedback and was optimistic
that the Western Protocol will be a move in the right direction.
4. S. 8 Implications of Math Reform for Teacbers
Several respondents (about half) in the study felt that the math refonn
andspecifically,theWestem Protocol will create extra workload forteachers.
One participant said that anytime a teacher experiences anew courseora
change in curriculum outcomes, you have to develop it to your own unique
style and that takes time, especially in your first year. Another concurred on
extraworkload,especiallyif"theydon'tprovideyouwiththeproper
resources." A third participant believed that the new curriculum will mean a
tremendous increase in workload, not to mention time-management issues and
the fact that students often do not have the academic ability or the pre-requisites
for the courses, and the supports may not be sufficient. Two of the respondents
tended to disagree with the others on workload. One felt that although
workload may increase at the beginning, resources which match the curriculum
outcomes will be provided and lead ultimately to much less workload; and the
second thought if the Grade VII curriculum was any indication, the workbooks
and Blackline masters will actually reduce workload
Several comments were made regarding teaching style. One respondent
stated that he will probably continue to teach the way he always has, and he
recognized that "the curriculum outcomes may change but that's not going to
change how I teach them." Another agreed that his style will not change
because he has always used a "different approach" including grouping students
based on need for extra help or practice. Still another believed that "the style of
teachingwillchangeonlyiftheDepartrnentgivesenoughdirectionand ...
provides examples and time to make theadjusbnents." FinaUY,anotherteacher
tated that "everyone assumed the Western Protocol will be less work when in
aClUalfact,itwillbemorebecauseithastwoother trands-avisualstrandand
a tech strand." SheactuaUyfeelsthe CPapproach is less integrated and
more static than its predecessor. Ra1herthan going back to basics, she explains
the CP this way: "The Western Protocol [just] takes the CIM
[documents] and narrows it so that it has more focus per grade level. That's aU
they have done."
4.6 Evaluation
4.6.1 AssessingMathPerformance
With regard to assessing math student performance, each respondent in
the study generally focused on one of the two methods of assessment-formaI
and informal-dependingtoa large extent on the grades he/she teaches. In
relation to more formal assessment, one participant said the ESD has laid out
how students are to be evaluated with a percentage for tests, one for
assignments and 0 much for portfolios and journals. Another concurred that
ummative evaluation is dictated by the D including even a common Grade
VU fmal exam. For still another, traditional tests and quizzes, projects, journal
writing, observations and homework checks comprised his means of
assessment There was also the opinion that 60% coming from tests was
sufficient because "one of the most challenging [issues in evaluation] is finding
altemate math assessments to paper and pencil methods" and therefore, she
endorsed assignments, journals, poster presentations, homework and mental
math exercises as well as the testing component Concerning tests, another
participant felt it was crucial that the tests contain challenging questions to
encourage students to show their thinking and reasoning skills and that the tests
also be based on the rubric.
On the subject of informal assessment, one respondent thought the most
beneficial was informal observation "where you actually go around and help
students" as well as homework which she described as "the catalyst" iJa
student is going to be successful. Anotherrespondentstatedshedoesnolgive
tests but rather relies upon anecdotal records of observations, centres, project
work, interviews and home portfolios. As well, there was another teacher who
did not give tests or assignments but rather described her assessment scheme as
"outcome based" using charts based on the rubric because "the report card in
GradesK-V1isallrubricbased.' She is also a strong proponent of "open
response questions" and ''uses observation and anecdotal reporting to inform
[her] instruction."
4.6.2 Homework
The majority of the respondents in the study (6 outof8) stated
homework was important for students and were strong advocates of its
usefulness. Three teachers mentioned something in the range of20-30 minutes
two or three times a week would be reasonable, with abitmore fortestdays.
One respondent suggested at least two hours for high school students,onehour
for Grade IX and a little less for the lower grades. Several felt that it was
important for students to fmish up class work not done to be prepared forthe
next day and to practice things they found especially difficult. They generally
concurred that too much homework can be stressful for students and parents,
and that setting homework can be problematic where several teachers are
involved. Two teachers felt that stakeholders might be regarding homework as
not as important as it once was and seem to be endorsing more limitations on
homework. Another respondent stated that the curriculum doesn't allow for as
much practice as is necessary and a little practice (15-20 minutes a night) can
help make the skills "embedded." Finally,therewastheopinionthat"small
doses on a regular basis" was fme -learning times tables, some practice on
equations-butkidsdonotneedtobeover-loaded,s030minuteswouldbe
sufficient for a ten-year-old.
Two respondents in the study stated they did not give hornework. One
felt that oftentimes if students do not fmishwork in class, it is because they do
not understand it and assigning it for homework only brings added stress to the
student and possibly the parents. The other respondent teaches Grade IV and
concurred on the stress issue, and,otherthan read.ing logs, she assigns very
little homework.
4.6.3 Teaching to the Test
Three of the eight teachers interviewed in the study thought that public
exam courses are taught "to the test." One respondent of the three stated that it
is a good tactic because seeing "prior examples" helps studeotsbe less stressed
and leads to better performance. Another agreed with teaching "to the test" but
insisted that he teaches the curriculum outcomes on which the tests are based so
they are one and the same. For a third, he teaches that way partIy because the
public exams are so predictable anyway, and with standardized testing so
prominent (CRT's in Grade IX, publics in Level Ill) you have little choice. He
supported teaching to the test in that it prevents teachers "going off in all
different directions" but does feel a "happy medium would be ideal." Two
teachers of lower grades acknowledged that there is a defined curriculum for
which teachers are accountable and they often feel "under the gun" because 0 f
CRT's and doing CRT practice sessions helps students to be familiar with how
questions are asked
Three respondents replied that they did not support teaching to the test.
One said that, although he personally does not feel the need to, manyteache.rs
do and that is their focus. Another simply thought mathematics was such that
"you have to teach all sections to be able to understand the whole urut" so there
is an organic wholeness about it that works against teaching to the test. Finally,
another participant maintained she did not teach to the test but acknowledged
that Grades mand VI are CRT years and she did recognize that there are
certain skills students need to know to dowell on CRT's, and that she does
providethemwithactivitiesandopportunitiesrelatedtotheseskillsincluding
how to write constructive responses.
4. 6. 4 Pressure From Common Tests
Virtually all the teachers interviewed in the study acknowledged there
was pressure to have students perform well on common exams. For one
respondent, it was simply, not wanting her class average to be lowerthan
anyone else's. Three respondents replied that the results areoflen analyzedand
compared and in one teacher's words, "you don't want your [poor] results to be
on a slide in someone's PD [presentation]." Another felt the CRT's in Grade
IX presented similar challenges but stressed the point that that particular year is
only one year and that there are many variables and factors at play pertainingto
who should be held responsible for these particular results. Foranother
respondent, the pressure took the form of having had very successful CRT
results one year and then being expected to replicate the success the following
year with a weaker class. Another teacher cautioned against using old CRT's as
a guide because they change each year and the abilities of students in the
classrooms also change from year to year. Finally, for one teacher, the
frustrations of seeing sub-par results in meetings with parents orpostedon
websites could be alleviated by more realistic expectations:
Students are not all the same. They live in the real world where things go
wrong sometimes. If you got basic students in academic classes, the
chance of success is very low. It's unrealistic to expect that all kids will
be able to perform well all the time.
4. 6. 5 Time Spent Preparing for Common Exams
All of the respondents reported that they reviewed forcornmon exams
but the amount of time varied significantly. Two teachers replied that they use
the last two weeks "going over old exams, focusing on possible questions and
issues" but in the case of one, only after curriculum outcomes have been
satisfied. Another participant stated that scheduling Math 3103 as a two-credit
course allows Level 111 students in Math 3204 three to four weeks for review
for the public exam. For another teacher, getting the curriculum fmished before
exams start is usually a challenge, and she is lucky to get a week to do some
"goodsurnmarized review cIasses" and some sample exams before the final
Three respondents said they did not spend an inordinate amount of time in this
regard, with one saying she would prepare students the same as for any final,
with a standard amount of time for review, and another cornmentingthat she
just helps them with things like reasoning and math language.
4.6.6 Are tudents Today Better Prepared for Post- econdary
Education?
Practically all the respondents in the tudysaid that students today are not
better prepared for post-secondary education with 6 out of8 answering with a
resounding no. One felt that since the investigative approach was introduced,
tudents are performing worse in university courses prompting MUN to bring in
placement tests to gauge students' math abilities. Another agreed and tated the
reason was theslUdents have been subjected to a "mish mash of old books and
new books" and that they do not have a proper understanding of math and will
not for another 8-10 years. Yetanotherconcurred,statingthatthedegreeof
"rigour" they used to do before Math 1205 (the advanced math) is definitely
more, and that if you compare math tests in high school from then and now, Ute
tests are less rigorous now but whether they were better math students thenis
another question.
omeotheropinions included that this is the first year that all students
came from the APEF curriculum from primary school onwards, and that kill
are weaker and work ethic is degraded. One particular participant thought
students'behaviourandattitudestowardworkhavedeclinedoverall,perhaps
renectingsocietalchangesoverthatperiO<llnanyevent he felt the old Math
3201 had a much better success rate than the current courses. Anotherreplied
in a similar vein regarding work ethic, commenting that students are not being
taught to be independent learners and this deficiency affects all subject areas.
One of the primary/elementary teachers acknowledged not being all that
farniliarwith high school but did remark that the higher percentage of students
graduating with basic diplomas as opposed to academic was a major cause of
concem in her school. Another newer teacher thought having done the pilot
program in high school put her at a disadvantage, and that she did not get the
level of instruction she needed to enter university. She did express optimism,
however, that the new program would make students better prepared in the
future. FinallY,anotherrespondentthoughtthebiggestproblemwasthattheK-
6programprepareskidstobeproblem-solversandthinkers,andthen7-12
focuses on tests and "spitting back the material they are given." Then, in her
mind,theuniversitywantsthemtorevertbacktothinkingandproblem-solving
again. She explained it this way:
In Grade VI we get them creating mind maps and concept maps and
thinking about things. Then, in Grade vn they are sitting there writing
and memorizing notes. So I don'tlhink we are preparing them. The
teachers of Level I to ill have really got to work on their learning styles.
4.6.7 srfulnrssofCourseTextbooks
Based on the responses to the question of how useful teachers find the
math course textbooks, several themes emerged. Generally, respondents felt the
texts based on the investigative approach (i.e., APEF) were very much lacking
while the newer texts, some from the Western Protocol, were credited with
being better resources and better matches to the course outcomes.
With regard to the former, one participant said the course texts using the
investigative approach were "awful" with very fe\ examples, requiring
teachers to supplement the material through the internel and other sources.
Another agreed, stating that supplementary workbooks like Todd Sharpe's book
are needed to augment the texl. For another, the change in approach was too
dramatic and the resource textbooks needed more drill and practice ratherthan
investigations which move quickly from one to another with very few notes and
very few examples.
With regard to the newer texts, teachers reported a better match between
the curriculum outcomes and the books with comments that the Grade V,
Grades VII and Vlll texts are "decent" and "fairly good" with much less
supplementing required. Another noted that workbooks are such exceUent tools
especially for kids with organizational problerns. Two other respondents stated
theydonotpersonallyusethetextbooksmuch,butonefeltthenewtextswill
probably be written to better meet the outcomes, and the second agreed,
commenting she liked the approach of the Western Protocol but from what she
has seen, thought it might not always relate to the children of Newfoundland.
She put it this way:
So doing a pow-wow, which is a great thing to learn about, might not
really fit for Newfoundland children. But no resource is perfect. Iwould
use the sarne concepts but put it in terms of dories and fishing or ski-
dooing or something in relation to Newfoundland.
4.7 Conclusions
4.7.1 Adequacy of the Math Program
When questioned on the adequacy of the math program, the respondents
in the study were more or less split, with halfleaning one way and half the
other. Of those who thought it to be inadequate, one felt there was room for
improvement because students are not being properly prepared for post-
secondary education. Another concurred that the necessity ofamath placement
testindicatesstudentsmightnotbepreparedforpost-secondaryorforentering
the workforce. A third thought it could be adequate "but given the gaps and the
lack of resources and lack of in-service, I don't think it is, or is goingto be."
For another respondent, the biggest issue is that the students in the generaI
program who do not have a high level of mathematics are doing topics like
exponential regression and have no understanding of what they are doing. He
felt that the new Western Protocol, from what he had seen, for the general
student is much better, going back to the more practical side of math. He also
commented that here we have students with nine years under a new math
ideology switching again to the new Western Protocol and, not seeing that
program in enough detail, he was unsure whether it would be adequate or not
Of the teachers who felt more positive about the adequacy of the
program, one said the new Grade VII course was excellent and hopefully a
harbinger of things to come. Another also commented the Grade vn to IX
program was an improvement since the curriculum was reduced and was more
"do-able," and that the new books were aIsogettingpositive feedback. Still
anotherthougbt it is ftne in K-VIbecause it creates thinkers as long as it is done
the way it should be done. Finally, one teacher stated that it was satisfactory
but cautioned:
I feel that with the new math program, it's only as good as the teachers
who are teaching it and teachers are only as good as the support they get.
Just because problem-solving is in the guide doesn't mean it's going to
be in the classroom. So iftbe new program (WNCP) is implemented and
done in the way it's supposed to be, I think it's going to be a good
4.7.2 Cbanges for lmpronment in tbe Matb Program
The question regarding recommendations for improvement provoked
ome interesting commentary in tbe interviews. One teacher was excited about
the new Western Protocol as was anotber who felt, for the proper
implementation oftbeprogram, tbeprofessional development and support
needed to be provided in an appropriate and timely fashion, and he also
endorsed and commended tbe numeracy support teachers (NST's) for the work
they were doing. Another mentioned the importance of the implementation and
stated thatleachers need to be well-versed in the program and be given the
opportunitylohaveinputintoil He also felt resources was tbekey:
You've got to have resources on hand at all limes. owwitbtechnology,
for example, tbe textbook hould be on-line. ThaI way, I can call the
leXlbook upon tbewebsile, call il up on the board, andsbowtbeslUdents
a diagram that's from the textbook. They got it in their hands in front of
them and I'm pointing to it on the board.
Several other suggestions were made regarding curriculum. One was that
it was crucial for students in elementary and junior high levels to obtain basic
skills because if nol, they are doomed to failure in the higher grades. Another
commended the advanced Math 320 I with its supplementary course Math 3105
(thepre-ealculuscourse), but generally felt there has been much lost from the
curriculum,particularlygeometryskiU because much of it is omitted or
neglected in Grades IX and X. Finally, another respondent stated that more
attention should be given to different learning styles and we need to make math
more project-based. She made this observation "Everyone is preparing these
kids for university instead of preparing them for life and I think that's two
different things."
4. 7. 3 Tbe Controversy - A Look to tbe Future
Most of the comments regarding whether or not the controversy would be
resolved were in the negative. One teacher felt math education was dictated by
the politicians, which means there will never be much continuity in the
program. Another thought that people at the Department and Governmental
levels need to listen to those at the lower end of the spectrum and teach what is
"developmentally appropriate" at apace that the children can understand.
There was also the opinion that the drill and practice method remains the best
approach if you teach the basis of the theory with background information and
reaJ life examples, and simply provide a good method that they can have
success with and practice.
On a more positive note, one respondent thought and hoped that the
controversy might be resolved if the new Western Protocol brings a discovery,
problem-solving investigatory approach along with a drill and practice
component. Another noted that you can bring in whatever curriculum you like,
but it will not get any better until we start instilling a better work ethic down in
the lower grades and teaching children more independence. With regard to the
WesternProtocol,oneteacherremarked:
There is always going to be controversy in math. Comments have been
made that the math world is starting to become quiel Idon'tknowifit's
because the WNCP is new and is just being implemented. I like to think.
thai things are going to be a whole lot better but things are never going to
beperfecl
FinalJy, anotherrespondenl, too, felt the controversy wouJd rage at
least until her retirement. She commented, "If you don't have controversy, you
don't have change. J think it's a good thing. There are always things there that
you can change as you will. But we'll always be fighting over the issue."
4.7.4 Further RenectioDs
When asked if they would like to share anything further to explain their
viewpoints on math reform, the respondents in the study delivered some very
poignant remarks. One thought the focus needed to be more on Grades VII to
Levellll and to carry the "elementary perspective" forward because it is that
approach that works with students and they can relate to it. Anotherreiterated
that he was happy that the general program would be changed in accordance
with the new Western Protocol, and that the new program, in general, will make
students be better prepared as we move into the future. Two other participants
thought the keys were: I) to teach students responsibiJity and 2) to hold
students accountable to work, listen in class, do homework and study and if
they don't do their part, there isn't much we can do for them.
There were two opinions expressed at the end which could serve as
counterpoints to the problem-solving, investigativeapproachvs. the drill and
practice methodology. To support the latter, one respondent commented·
I believe that, for most ofwhat we learn and do in life, automaticity is the
key. Students need to foster ideas with regard to basic skills from
Kindergarten onwards to be successful. The Asian education systems and
even the Eastern European countries are outperfonning us, and they are
not doing the investigation type learning. There,itisdrillandpractice
for fostering skills and it seems to be working.
In support of the math refonn movement, a proponent offered these
observations:
I'm a firm believer in [the investigative approach]. It works but it's a lot
of hard work. The teachers are problem-solving, getting students to
really understand what they are learning in math and why they are
learning it-fmdingthe real-life context because they need to use it
outsideofschool. I'm going to continue to do what I'm doing because I
know that it works and Iseetheprogress and success of my students.
CHAPTERFlVE
LY I
Back in the discussion of methodology (Chapter 3) there was a
recognition that the main challenge of the researcher is to identify emerging
themes and patterns from the intervie' data. At that time four categories were
hypothesized to assist in both the development of the teacher protocols for the
interviews and the subsequent coding of the data. The foureategories can be
aligned with the interview structure in this manner although there is
considerable overlap:
I) role redefinition - reform and classroom management.
2) structural constraints-reform and evaluation.
3) professional developrnent-leachersupport.
4) educational stakeholders-stakeholders in reform.
After a brief analysis of the background, it is through this order and structure
thatthefmdingswillbeexamined.
5.1 Background
As previously reported, teachers in this study unanimously felt that their
working environment was very much impacted by math reform. The eight
participants were generally very experienced (with a mean of 14 years) with
three having degrees in mathematics and all others having a rninorora
concentration in math. There was also good representation from Grade IV to
Level ill. Halffelt they were more than adequately trained. Others felt that
simple experience was the best teacher and that Master's courses and tutoring
were beneficial in preparing them for success in the classroom. All felt that
their own experience as students had influenced the way they teach, with
several stating that these experiences were not positive.
The defmition of the respondents' roles as math teachers is very much
expressed in questions pertaining to classroom management. Despite the fact
that there were many commonalities in their teaching styles - most of what they
reportedweresimplysoundteachingpractices-therewasasplitbetweenthose
who describe their style as an investigative or problem-solving approachand
others who use the more traditional, "chalk and talk" method. Thisdichotomy
isreflecled in mosl of the responses lhroughoultheinlerviewsalthoughnol
with the degree of consistency that one mighl expect In the AERC Final
Report (2007) one of the main findings was that "the literature seems to support
the ideathal mathematics sbould be taughl for conceptual understanding and
thatthisdoesnotinlerferewithbasicskiUdevelopment" (p.i).
With regard to accommodating individual learning styles, aU respondents
recognized that different students do bavedifferent learning styles as previously
stated. A variety of strategies and resources were identified toaccommodale
the differences. Mucb of the dialogue deall with students with learning
difficulties and the cbaUengesthey presenlon both ends of the learning
spectrum. TIle demands of having to finish the curriculum in a timely fashion
as well as having such a wide range of advanced, academic and basic studenls
in the same classes were mentioned as significanl in reconciling individual
learning styles and making necessary adaptations. Forsuccessfulteaching,
several factors were prominent in the minds of the participants including good
studentanendance, strong work ethic, confidence, baving the pre-requisites,
motivation, encouragement, and positive feedback as well as teachersknmving
the needs of their students.
The questions pertaining to problem-solving vs. drill and practice have a
lot to do with defming one's role in the light of math reform. When asked
through which approach students experience more success, it has been noted
that two chose problem-solving, four cited drill and practice and theremaining
two endorsed a combination of the two. The strong support and adherence to
drill and practice techniques, what Eisner (1994) calls "pouring from the bigjug
into the little mug" (p. 13) indicates that teachers are continuing to utiJizethe
traditional mode in the classroom despite the prevalence of the problem-solving
approach in the curriculum. Orrill and Anthony (2003), Battista (2001) and
Huffinan (2008) all expressed parallel concerns as referenced in Chapter 2.
Teachersseemtobesayingthattheypreferthestructured,"recipe"type
methodology with its consistent practice and rules for learning and that while
the discovery-style learning of the investigative approach has merit in the
transferal of skills and developing strategies to solve problems, anentire math
program should not be centered around it and that the two approaches are not
conceptually incompatible. The AERC Final Report (2007) concluded that:
Although there is some support in principle for the
conceptual/investigative approach to mathematics, there is strong
evidence that teachers feel that the balance has shifted too far and that
students are progressing through the grades without having mastered
basic skiUs needed as more advanced mathematics content is introduced.
(p.i)
Regarding long-term retention of skills, responses once again reflected
thesarnedichotomy. Half of the respondents felt the probJem-sol ing
technique allowed for strategies to facilitate long-term retention, and made
mathematics easier to understand and thereby, made it more meaningful.
However, there were at least two participants who subscribed to the beLief that
practice is the key and that acronyms and mnemonic devices are more effective
for students' long-term retention. Again, there was also the hybrid philo ophy
expressed that where math exploration and discovery promotes retentionand
wlderstanding, so too does siDlply performing a task numerous tiDles.
When asked whether it is difficult to meet curriculum outcomes, two
repondentsthoughttheproblem-solvingapproachwassuperiorhecause
multiple outcomes could be addressed with one ingleproblemandalsothat
mathematics takes on "more relevance in a realistic world.." Several others,
however, replied that the new investigative approach takes much longer, that
there are too many SeQ's and that students lack the pre-requisite math skills to
accommodate the discovery method. Forthern, the time frame for the courses
is too compacted and they cannot do justice to all the material required. From
one respondent the message was you must by necessity find a balance between
how much you investigate and how much you teach directly. Her formula for
success was well-trained teachers with reasonable expectations in asensible
The majority of the respondents do supplement the SCO's. Time
restraints pre-empt some extensions of topics of interest and discussions. For
one teacher, having to repeat investigations and re-teachtopics 0 ftendiminishes
the possibility of enrichment. There was also the opinion that the SCO's are
dictatedandextensiveandnotawholelotofsupplementingwasplausibleor
necessary. All respondents, however, identified some type of enrichment
including extra work or teaching outcomes from higher levels or grades, often
related to technology. Most participants also indicated some kind of extra-
curricular activities like Math League competitions, math contests andspecial
projects.
5.2.1 Role Redefinition and Math Reform
Roper and Carter (1994) addressed the importance of teachers'
understanding the philosophy of reform and their mastery of the method of
instruction that it entails. PracticaUyalirespondentsunderstoodmathreformto
be a movement towards an investigative or discovery style of learning, as
opposed to the traditional drill and practice model. Such terms as math
exploration or the problem-solving approach were used to describe math
reform, and that reform meant "rethinking" math and getting back to its roots.
They also felt that the curriculum was reflecting this move. There was a sense,
however, that many teachers may not be doing the investigations as prescribed,
but were instead supplementing the material with workbooks. There was
certainly the opinion that good practice resources and worked-out examples
were lacking in many recent textbooks. One respondent described the shift as
moving from a procedure knowledge base to a conceptual one, and she feltth is
provided a challenge to students to apply knowledge, thereby fosteringgreater
understanding and connectivity. More than once the new Grade VIl program
was commended because it seems to incorporate investigative learning with
direct teaching. These comments indicated that there were more resources in
the program with practice materials and worked-out examples, something
missing in other more recent textbooks.
As to whether math reform "works", there were divided opinions among
respondents. There still seems to be strong support for drill and practice
methodology, and several participants who were positive on math reform do
have reservations. For at least one teacher, the math reform approach presumes
that tudentshavethepre-requisitesfortheirgradele elswhicbisoftennotthe
case. Remember, several respondents felt that the implementation has been
seriously nawed and proper and timely in-service has not been provided. The
sense was that math reform bas strong points in its favour and "rethinking"
math is never a bad thing, but that manyteacbers do not baveconfidence in it
and need to develop a ''vested interest" in il Otherresponsessimplypreferred
organized, structured lesson plans and did not subscribe to that "higberend"
approach to math exploration. Despite this, the majority indicated they
supported math reform in general, albeit with some reservations. The fact that
it gives students alternatives and the freedom to discover was lauded. However,
the problems previously mentioned were very much emphasized along with
concemsaboutefficientuseoftimeand keeping students on task and also as
previously stated, oneteacber felt a combination of both investigation and drill
and practice was her preferred modus operandi.
With respect to role redefinition, this study indicates that math teachers in
generalha e not been willing or able to modify theirpra ticesinresponseto
mathreform. Practica1lyhalfoftherespondentsreported that teachers have
indeed tried it and found it too difficult or time-consuming and have reverted
back to more traditional teaching. One opinion is that teachers do not fully
understand the problem-solving approach and another was that it has not been
given a fair chance, while another more positive view was that teachers are
incorporating investigations and drill and practice into their teaching as they
always have.
5.3 StructuralCoDstraints
Along with implications for the math teachers' definition of their roles
comes structural constraints which impact their performance as teachers in
reference to math reform. In other words, the shift into a problem-solving
methodology involves teachers modifying their practices to meet reform
expectations. As referenced in Chapter 3, Orrill and Anthony (2003) outlined
numerous factors that contribute to why teachers of mathematics struggle with
reform pedagogy. Although this issue is evident throughout many of the
subtopics in the study, the obstacles related to time and evaluation are perhaps
the most pronounced and therefore, the emphasis of this analysis will be placed
AJJ eighl respondents thoughl the utilization of the math reform model
placed more demands on theirtirne. Generally,theythoughlgettingmaterials
and resources were very time-consuming and thaI the methodology itself was
nOlalwaystirne-efficient. After all, as one respondent observed, leachers have
10 figure oUlthe different possibilities thaI the students may discover-l0
"differentiale" the lessons-as welJ as cover the gaps in the students'
understanding. Overall the feeling was that better in-servicing and training,
perhaps even a course offered 10 teachers, might alleviate some of these
problems.
When queried about obstacles to meeting reform expectations, leachers
identifiedsludents'lackofabilityandmolivation,theneedformoresupporl
and tlawedcourse design alongwilhthe time constraints and insufficienlin-
servicing referred to above. There was the opinion that teachers sirnply have
nOl been prepared for the new approacb and were expected to change ovemighl
As Heaton (2000) observed, just as mathematics teaching has been redefmed
through reform, so 100 must methods to assist leachers be revisioned to include
eventheuncertam,spontaneousnatureofteacrung. Thesensewasthatleachers
revert back to algorithms that work in order to complete the courses and address
the accountabilily issues.
5.3.1 EvaluatingStudentPerformance
Fonnal and infonnal assessment, the determination of to what extent the
SCO's have been achieved, is always an important consideration and isgreatly
influenced by a teacher's particular methodology. Several respondents stated
that summativeevaluation is generally laid out and dictated by the scho01
district. For the most part, traditional tests and quizzes, projects,joumal
writing, observations, and homework checks comprised the gamut for
assessment. It was recognized that there is a challenge to fmd alternate math
assessments to paper and pencil methods.
The NCTM's landmark 1989 document, Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics, expressed parallel concerns when it calls for
a "shift in assessment from serving as end-of-the-unittests to assisting teachers
in diagnosing and addressing students' strengths and weaknesses" (Loveless,
2001,p.3).
For more infonnal assessment, observation, homework, anecdotal
records,projectwork,portfoliosandrubricchartswereidentified. It was noted
that using the refonn methodology would probably place greater emphasis on
these means of assessment because of their more open-ended nature.
Inlereslingly, Schoenfeld (1988) stresses that virtually all staodardizedtesting
for arithmetic competency focuses primarily on procedural mastery. With
regard specifically to homework, the majority of respondents stated homework
was importaot, recommending something in the range of one half hour two to
three times a week. There was no direct link in this study between prescribed
amounts of homework aod reform ideology.
Many opinions were expressed in this study with regard to testingaod
specifically, common tests. A significant number of respondents thought public
exams are often "taught to the test" and their reasons are, of course, outlined in
Chapter 4. An equal number, however, did nol support teaching that way,
choosing rather to treat the content as "an organic wholeness," more consistenl
with a reform approach. Structural constraints were acknowledged in this area,
however, with the recognition that CRT's and public exam results raise
accountability issues aod most teachers seem to be leaching certain relaled
skiJlsandprovidingopportunitiesaodactivitieswhichareconducivetoposilive
results on these tests.
AJI the respondents in the study acknowledge the pressure to have
students perform well on common exams. Maoy different reasons aod
scenarios were presented to account for this pressure aod maoy variables aod
factors were cited that affect results. Thedetenninationofresponsibilityfor
any particular results was described as a difficult endeavour, to say the least.
While all respondents reported that they reviewed for common exams, the
amount of time varied significantly.
Whenaskedwhetherstudentstoda arebetlerpreparedforpost-
secondaryeducation,thevastmajorityr ponded in the negative. The
investigative approach was implicated in students performing worse in
university courses because ofa "mish-mash" of textbooks and a definite
decreaseintheamountofrigourthatthecourse require of the students. The
AERC Final Report (2007) concurs that the adoption of the Atlantic Provinces
fTameworkand content has lead to reduced rigourin the mathematics
curriculum in Newfoundland and Labrador. There was the opinion that skills
are weaker since the APEF curriculum was adopted and that a higher
percentage of students are graduating with ''basic diplomas." Infaimess,
however,itwasalsoproposedthatstudents'behaviourandattitudestoward
work have declined overall as well as their work ethic. With regard to course
textbooks the APEF were described as very rou h la king with few examples
and requiring much supplementation. According to the AERC Final Repon
(2007), concerns over these textbooks are well founded and tbereis a "lack of
match between outcomes and textbooks and a perception that many of the
prescribedtextsareofpoorquality"(p.84). everalrespondentswantedtosee
more drill and practice in the resource textbooks rather than simply
in estigations which move rapidly from one to another. Conversely the
approach of the Western Protocol \ as credited with being a bener resource and
abellermatch to the outcomes of the courses.
5.4 ProfessionalDevelopmeot
When this study was frrst conceived, it was recognized that the amount of
support for teachers in enacting math reform may be a major area of concern,
and this emphasis was reflected in the number and range of questions devoted
to it in the interview process. The respondents had much to say about
professional developmeotand the support available to them in enacting
reformist goals. While practically all thepanicipantsreported feeling
competent teaching mathematics, they did not necessarily feel comfortable with
the goals of reform.
On the ubject of support, almost all teachers responded that support was
either inadequate or inappropriate. The general fmding was that confidence in
the new ideology has taken a lot of time to develop and has come, for the most
part, through their own initiatives and efforts. There were complaints that they
have not been shown how to utilize time effectively to handle the investigative
approach,andthat, ifnot for other teachers teaching the courses orthetraining
from outside sources, there would be no support. The overall sense was that
many teachers do not feel qualified to deal with reform and that the Department
of Education must shoulder some of the responsibility in the way the program
wasimplementedandthelackofin-serviceandsupportprovided,including
from the district level. Asstated,mostteachersinthestudyreportedmore
assistance was defmitely needed to successfully implement the new programs
Younghusband (2005) in her doctoral thesis High School Teachers' Perceptions
ofTheir Working Environment in Newfoundland states, "Teachers do not feel
that they have an equal partnership in education; they feel overworked and
unsupported. They report being excluded from the decision-making process
and they want some autonomy" (p. 11). More collaboration and the exchange
of ideas as well as better resource sharing were suggested as possibleremedies
asweU as more "hands on in-servicing" and smaller classes. Several
respondents stated they were the ones giving help to others when in factlittle
assistance had been given to them.
On the subject of resources, teachers thought that, not only should
adequateresourcesbeprovided,butthattheyshouldbegivenupfronttoallthe
course teachers in a timely fashion. As Roper and Carter (1994) point out,
teachers must not simply be aware of the new material to be taught, but they
also must understand and sympathize with the means by which it is to be taught
and its underlying philosophy.
Younghusband (2005) also recognized the need for appropriate
resources:
The implications of inadequate resources affect both teachers and
students. This issue must be addressed at all levels of education, and
teachers' concems should betaken seriously to ensurethatadequate
resourcesareavailable.(p.164)
Study participants feit that budgetary constraints are all too common in
limiting these crucial resources. Not all responses were negative, however, on
the subject of resource availability. The Eastern School District was applauded
for providing some excellent materials and the new Grade VII program was
praised for its textbook and supplementary resources.
The importance of math teachers creating their own resource bases was
also emphasized. It is interesting to note that all eight respondents repiied that
they used their own unique set of notes, old books, and other resources as
supplementary materials. As one participant stated, you need these items to
"tweak those things to your own style of teaching." There was the sense though
that some teachers were optimistic that the new courses in Grade VII, VIII, and
IX at least will not need to depend as much on supplementary materials.
Teachers identified many useful resources however including a
supplementary book by Todd Sharpe, Smart Boards and on-line sites, NCTM
journals, including the Navigation Series, as well as the Centre for Distance
Learning website (CDLI).
On the subject of professional development, alrnostall respondents were
resoundingly critical of the arnount and timing of in-services. The details of
theircomrnentaryareoutlinedinChapter4wherethemessagethatcarne
through loud and clear was that the powers that be at the board anddepartrnent
level need to address this situation. There were some positive comments to
indicate things may be changing for the better but the general sense was that the
PDbeingmandated is still insufficient.
When asked forrecomrnendations for improvement, the general response
was that teachers need more in-service than is presently provided and itmustbe
done before the curriculum is implemented. The need was expressed for more
professional collaboration and resource sharing among leachers, and that
schools should do their best to facilitate these exchanges, especially for teachers
new to the courses. By promoting such collegiality, many misunderstandings
urroundingtheproblem-solvingapproa h could be resolved and it might
consequent! be given, in at least one respondent's mind, a "fairchance at
success."
5.5 takeholders
The nature of leaching is such thai teachers do not work in isolation.
Rather, they are part ofa larger system and they impact and areirnpacted by
othercomponenlsofthatsystem. Therefore, the beliefs and attitudes of parenIS,
the DepartmenlofEducalion, and even olherleachers are very influenlialinlhe
way teachers generally deal with math reform. In tenns of parents' attitudes,
more than half the respondents thought thai parents generally feel negative
towardrefonn. Itseerns that parents are frustrated because the approach isne\
to them and theyareata loss 10 help their children with this discovery learning.
lnatleastoneteacher'sopinion,parenlSdonotknowenoughaboutmath
refonn to support it or not support it but that they wiII eventually when they ee
their children "getting il" There was the ensethatparentshavenotbeen
included to the extent that they should have been and that more effort needsto
be made to facilitate abetter connection between home and school
The Department of Education was, of course, recognized as the principal
player in the math reform movement. Despite comments that following the lead
of the United States can be problematic and that leadership in the Departmentis
transitory, there was the acknowledgement that the Department wants better
students who can handle and apply problem-solving strategies. There was also
the belief that the university is first and foremost in the drive for math refonn
for the same reason and that the Department is also very concerned with the low
percentage of students actually passing academic math. This new direction by
the Departrnent had several endorsements in the study as teachers
acknowledged that we are living in a more technological world - one where
children and adults too, need to be able to solve problems-and therespondents
felt that the new approach seems to get better results with regard to that goal.
There were definitely mixed reactions when respondents were asked
about the Departrnent of Education's response to teacher feedback. Inthe
negative camp, teachers felt in-service was oflen so far behind thatteachers'
suggestions oflen could not be incorporated into curriculum and thatoflenthe
changes they request are not addressed. There was also the complaint that in
theAUanticProvincescurriculumcourses,many uggestedthattheirsuggested
modifications have been vetoed by the other provinces. It was also stated that
media and parent pressures are tbe only forces which have any real and direct
impact on Department policy.
On the positive side, the Western Protocol drew favourable responses and
tbecornmenttbattbeDepartmentis"gettingthemessage"andrespondingto
the concerns of teachers. The number ofemails exchanged and amount of
course discussions witb opportunities for input and feedback were hailed as
significant signs of movement in the right direclion.
It is very interesting to note that almost all the respondents did not think
teachers are responding well to math refornl meUlOdology. They generally
lhought it seems to be working for some but not for others, and that there areno
checks and balances in place to monitor the new approach. Formany
respondents, tbe problerns are related to implementalion. Teachers are saying
they are not geningenough direction on how to implement and present il.
ConsequenUy, students have problems with il, and teachers have a tendency t0
reven back to drill and practice metbods. The sense is tbattbetbeory is not
beingtranslatedweUinlopracticeandleachersaresimplynotusedtoteaching
in accordance with reform ideology.
Half the respondents stated their courses would be affected by the
WesternProtocolinthecommgyear. The opinion was expressed that the
method of implementation is a good indication that the Department wants to
ensurethatthingsarereadybeforethenewprotocolisoperationalized. Despite
this fact, almost all participants said there was no consultation with them before
the decision was made to adopt the Western Protocol but there was also no
dissension about the move either. They generally felt there was so much
dissatisfaction with the current curriculum that any attempt to bridge the gap
between investigative learning and drill and practice would have to be positive,
and that the WNCP appears to bean excellent approach to teaching
mathematics.
When queried on the implications of math reform on teachers, half the
respondents felt math reform, and specifically the Western Protocol, will create
extra workload for teachers. Dibbon (2004) studied the impact of workload on
teachers and students and found that excessive workloads were prevalent in
Newfoundland schools. ltwas mentioned too that such an increase is fairly
typical when new courses or changes in curriculum are introduced, especiaUy if
the proper resources are not provided. The opinion was expressed as well that
students may not have the academic ability or the pre-requisites forthecourses
or may not get the supports they need to be successful. Several respondents,
however, were optimistic that resources matching curriculum outcomes would
be supplied which would ultimately lead to a decrease in workload
With regard to teaching style, there was the sense that some teachers will
continue to teach the way they always have, regardless of whatever the
recommended approach may be. As well, there is the belief of at least one
respondent who feels he has always incorporated the math reforrn ideology into
his teaching. For others, the success of math reforrn depends on if the
Department gives enough direction with more practical resources andmore
clarity with regard to curriculum expectations.
5.6 FurtherReflections
It is interesting to note that when asked if the current math program is
adequate, the respondents were more or less split in their opinions. Onthe
negative side, there were the sentiments that students are not being properly
prepared for post-secondary education and theprograrn is characterized by too
many gaps and too few resources and too little in-service for teachers. For
another, it was simply that the general (practical) prograrnhas topics like
exponential regression, and general students simply do not have a high enough
level of mathematical skill to comprehend such topics. On the positive side, the
new Grade vn course was praised and the junior high courses generally as well
for their reduced curriculurn and better textbooks. AnotherfelttheK-VI
program does "create thinkers" if done the right way and there was also the
caution that the math program isonJy as good as the teachers, and the teachers
are onJyas good as the support they get.
When asked for suggestions on how to irnprovethe current math
program, there was considerable positive feedback on the Western Protocol.
With proper irnplementation, professional development and support providedin
aproperandtimelyfashion,theyfeltitcouldbeverysuccessful. Tberewas
also mention of the fact that teachers need to be well-versed in the program and
be given the opportunity to have input into it and of course, the need for
relevant resources was again emphasized. Ttwas also stressed that math skill
developmentintheelementaryandjuniorhighlevelsissocrucialforsuccessin
the higher grades.
As to whether the controversy over approaches to teaching mathematics
wiTl everberesolved,mostcommentswereinthenegative, largelybecause
they feel the Departrnent lacks continuity and is not as in tune with those at the
lower end of the spectrum as they need to be. There was hope, however, that
the Western Protocol may bring some resolution ifit incorporates elements of
discovery learning with drill and practice but issues related to student work
ethic and overdependencewilJ probablypersisl.
CBAPTERSIX
CONCLUSION
6.1 Synopsis of the Study
Before a djscussion of the implications of this study, a synopsis of the
saiientpoints made by its respondents is warranted:
6.1.1 MathReform
Practicailyail respondents reported a thorough understanding of what
math reform entails. They used vocabulary to describe it like the following:
"investigative" or "discovery" style ofleaming, "math exploration" and a
"problem-solving" approach. The majority of participants described their
teachingstyleasusingtheproblem-solvingapproachwhileseveraiadmittedto
being more traditionai. Several respondents expressed concerns that many
teachers do not know about math reform and observed that the problem-solving
approach has not been given a "fair chance."
As to whether math reform works and if they support it, two stated drill
and practice works better, two preferred the reform approach, and fourwere
positive toward reform but had many reservations. Those with concerns
reported problems with implementation, in-servicing, and students lacking pre-
requisite skills as well as having poor adaptability for higher level learning.
All felt the math reform model placed more demands on their time,
especiallywithregardtogettingmaterialsandresourcesforinvestigations.
Obstacles mentioned to meeting reform expectations were related to time
constraints,students'lackofabilityandmotivation,toolittiesupport,flawed
course design and insufficient and untirnely in-servicing. Whenaskedwhether
students experience more success with the problem-solving approach or using
drill and practice, study participants were divided - two chose the former, four
the latter and two endorsed a combination of both.
6.1.2 TeachinglLearningStyles
All recognized that different individuals have different learning styles,
and all reported using strategies to help students with learning challenges on
both ends of the ability spectrum. Teachers identified many factors that pertain
to successful teaching including good attendance, work ethic, building
confidence, motivation, positive feedback and goal-setting. Several recognized
the necessity of whole group teaching but they did acknowledge its lirnitations
especiallyinkeepingstudents'attention. Despite an emphasis on small group
work,a11 felt independent seat work to be critical for student success.
For long-term retention of skills, the respondents replied half in favour of
problem-solving and half for drill and practice. Regarding meeting curriculum
outcomes, two thought seo's could readily be met using the problem-solving
approach, three preferred drill and practice as being more effective and three
had mixed feelings on the subject. Practically all study participants reportedthat
they use supplementary materials including their own unique sets of notes, old
textbooks and workbooks.
6.1.3 Professional Development/Resources
Almost all respondents were critical of the amount and tirningof
professional development and felt more collegial collaboration and resource
sharing should be happening. Textbooks based on the investigative approach
(i.e., APEF) were described as sadly lacking by study participants andrequiring
much augmentation.
6.1.4 Stakeholders
Regarding stakeholders in reform, the majority noted that parents have a
negative attitude towards reform, characterized by ignorance and frustration.
They also felt that the Department's intentions may have been well directed but
the implementation was flawed and that in at least half of the opinions
expressed,theDepartrnentdoesnotrespondadequatelytofeedbackfrom
teachers
6. 1. 5 Current Mathematics Program
On whether or not the current mathematics prograrn is adequate, the
responses were more or less split halfWay, with lack of resources and
inadequate in-service cited as the biggest deficiencies. There was a much more
favourableresponsetotheWestemProtocolandtheDepartrnentwaslaudedfor
its support of and movement toward the WNCP curriculum
6.2 Recommendations
Although this research is interspersed with recommendations by the
study participants throughout Chapter 4 (Data Presentation) and Chapter 5
(Data Analysis), there are some of both a general and specific naturewllich
deserve emphasis and which possibly should be explored and implemented.
Professional Development
In-service should be provided in sufficient quantity and in a timely
fashion, before new courses begin and especially to teachers new tocourses.
For WNCP Protocol, levels of PO should be consistent with our counterparts in
the Western Provinces and Northern Territories. Better DVDs of best practice
should be developed as a form of in-service and teachers should be given
sufficient time to view them. TeachersshouldbepaidtodoPDduringsurnmer
Teachers should be supplied with a copy of all course resources and
materials including those for pilot courses. Courses should be implemented
only after all the necessary preparation has been completed. Practice materials
and worked-out examples should be available to teachers for relevant courses.
A NCTM website membership should be purchased for all teachers
Department of Education
The Department of Education should provide direction with exemplary
models and the time for teachers to make adjustments to curriculum. A
reduction in the number of SeQ's in mathematics courses was recommended
The Department should also request and action more recommendations from
teachers at workshops. More itinerant math teachers should be hired as well as
more math specialists to focus particularly on lower grades. Departmentheads
in school should be encouraged to take a lead role "providing checks and
balances" on course implementation and progress. Student work ethic along
cultural lines should be investigated to deterrnine unique traits in student
populations which may influence curriculum. Finally, with the implementation
of the Western Protocol, it was advised not to try to do too much too soon.
Students
It was suggested that teachers need to be allowed a time factor to teach
pre-requisite knowledge to students in courses where it is warranted. The
Department could commission asurvey/study of students' perceptions 0 fthe
current curriculum and consider introducing a new junior high course on study
and time management skills. Schools should provide more extracurricular
activities in mathematics (especially in rural areas) like mathematics Ieaguesfor
lower grades
It was acknowledged that better public relations need to be developed
between parents and the Department and school boards. PossiblY,courses
could be provided to parents who wish to develop a better understanding of
school life in general and mathematics in particular.
University
The university could ensure that pre-service mathematics teachers
graduating from the Faculty ofEducation have relevant theoretical andpractical
knowledge regarding lesson planning, assessment strategies, includingtest
design, and working with curriculum guides, and supporting documents.
University personnel affiliated with Department of Mathematics and Statistics
should review the high school mathematics program to ensure continuity with
theirftrst-yearmathcourses.
6.3 Limitations of the Study
This qualitative study on math reform is based on a sample of
mathematics teachers in the Eastern School District of Newfoundland. It is
representative of male and female teachers in rural and urban schools on
elementary, junior and high school levels. The ages of participants range from
24-51 and of the number of schools where they have taught, three is the most
typical. Three respondents have Master of Education degrees completed or
near completion.
The small sample size (N = 8) may be considered a limitation in this
study. However, as previously mentioned, I felt the saturation point was
reached at six interviews with no new major themes appearing after that stage.
My research, however, may be somewhat limited in generalizability. Teacher
perceptions and attitudes will likely vary from one location to another and even
from one school to another.
My research focused on the meanings of experiences and situations as
constructed by mathematics teachers, their perceptions of and attitudestoward
reform. I hereby acknowledge a limitation that [ was not concerned for the
most part with the "meanings" of reform for the reformers themselves, for
students and parents, for administrators, and forothereducationalstakeholders.
It should be noted that the study has been approved by the ICEHR as well
as the Eastern School District. Participants were duly aware that they could
withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. Only teachers who have
been significantly impacted by reformist mathematics were recruited for the
studY,meaningtbattbeywouldhavetobeteacbingforatleastthreeyears.
It should be acknowledged that tbe study may have primarily attracted
teachers with strong opinions on reform. It is also possible tbat my own
assumptions and biases have contaminated the data to some extent, although I
have made every effort to place them in abeyance.
6.4 ImplicatiooswithRelevaocetoOtherStudies
As Boaler (2002) notes in the introduction to her book, Experiencing
School Mathematics, the question of which approach we should employ to
teachmathematicsinschoolsisonethathasperplexedstakeholdersfor
decades. The general acknowledgement that the teaching ofmatbematics is
moving away from tbetraditional drill and practice approach and towards a
moreinvestigative,problem-solvingstyleofinstructionpromptedthisresearch
study. The AERC Final Report (2007) is the definitive statement on the current
state of the mathematics curriculum in Newfoundland and Labrador. Many of
the results of this study are consistent with the AERC fmdings as indicated by
the previous references to the report. AERCexplainsthetheoretical
perspectives at issue this way:
The fundamental contrast between learning through practice and learning
through a search for meaning persists, and remains the basis for much of
the controversy in mathematics teaching and learning. This is evidenced
by the continual tension between those who advocate a "back to basics"
approach to mathematics curriculum and those who advocate teaching
the underlying meaning for mathematical concepts and operations.
Related to this is the tension between rote and discovery learning and
between teaching as transmission of knowledge and teaching as
facilitating learning. These tensions are found not only among
professionals in the field but are evident in the public debate we are
witnessing locally, nationally, and intemationally. (p. 10)
There is a pedagogical shift which is reflected in the current curriculum,
and the question is, how are math teachers adjusting and adapting to the
change? Where are Newfoundland schools in the process of realizing the
movement toward the reform paradigm in the math classroom?
6.5 A Discussion of the Research Questions
In this section I summarize my findings regarding the research questions
stated in Section 1.4. It is through this discussion that the study's insights and
contributions to the larger body of knowledge are presented.
Question I: How have math teachers adapted to changes in the
curriculum? Have they modified their practice?
Teachers in the study felt unanimously that their working environment
was very much impacted by math reform. It appears some teachers have made
efforts to accommodate the new curriculum while others have persisted with or
reverted back to more traditional methodology. Evenarnongthestronger
supporters of math reform, there was the opinion that it has not been
irnplemented in an appropriate manner. There is the feeling it has not translated
well into practice and that there are few checks and balances in place to monitor
the new approach.
The general opinion from the study is that teachers as a whole have not
been able or willing to modify their practices in response to math reform.
Several respondents stated that teachers have tried it but found ittoodifficultor
time-consuming and have reverted back to drill and practice because itwas
more conducive to better performance and accountability. They are very much
caught up in the dilemma described by the AERC Final Report:
Problem-solving as an approach to teaching and leaming is seen by its
advocates as a requirement for developing meaning and by its critics as
detracting from the drill and practice required for children to master basic
mathematicalskills.(p.ll)
This is not to say there were no positive points expressed regarding the
discovery model of instruction. There was a general endorsement of the merits
of investigative learning but there was also a recognition ofthe need for direct
teaching in many contexts. The importance of available resources with relevant
practice materials and worked-out examples, so vital togoodeffectiveteaching
in many of the study participants' minds, was constantly stressed as sadly
lacking in much of the curriculum based on reform ideology, particularly of the
With regard to teaching style, there was the sense that some teachers will
continue to teach the way they always have, regardless of the recommended
approach. There was also the observation that change will come only when the
Department gives enough direction, provides exemplary models, and allows the
time to make the adjustments. With this in mind, we can appreciate the
importance offunher qualitative studies to better understand how the reform
movement in mathematics can best be addressed.
Question 2: What kinds of obstacles do teachers perceive in meeting
reform expectations? To what extent do they feel supported in implementing
the goals of reform?
Why have these respondents and math teachers generally been struggling
with reform? The primary obstacles to meeting reform expectations involved
time constraints, students' lack of ability and motivation, lack of support,
flawed course design, and insufficient in-servicing (See Section 4. 3. 4)
Teachers expressed a lack of support on a number of different leveIs.
Almost all teachers responded that support was either inadequate or
inappropriate. They felt the actual courses were not laid out well with a poor
match between curriculum guides and textbooks. Several participants stated
that confidence in the new ideology takes a period of time to develop, and for
them, it has come mostly through their own initiatives and efforts. One teacher
stated she had not been shown how to utilize her time for the new approach and
that there simply has not been enough in-service or support from the
Department or District levels to clarify expectations and provide resources.
Many of the factors identified in this study are consistent with
professional literature on the subject. The major categories explored in the
studyallprovidevaluablerelevantinforrnation. Teachers are being asked
"from the outside" to change traditional methodology and in some respectsto
yield their customary seat of authority. They are asked to master new materials
with inadequate professional development and a paucity of availableresources.
They are beset with structural constraints in school culture, requiring more
support from their math departrnents and administrations than they have been
receiving to deal effectively with these issues. It seems teachers are also more
conventional with regard to assessment and classroom dynamics which are
inconsistent with reform ideology. Finally, there are other stakeholders, like
parents for example, who provide additional challenges to teachers in that they
do not seem to understand or support math reform
Question 3: Do teachers feel qualified and confident in enacting
reformist goals in terms of the subject matter (mathematics) and pedagogical
competence? Are teachers lacking in mathematical knowledge or classroom
management skills, or both with regard to the implementation of the new reform
philosophy?
When asked whether they were adequately prepared to teach mathematics
through their training, participants' opinions were divided as previously stated.
However, most felt they had compensated for any deficiencies mostly through
experience. I sense that they generally thought themselves to be competent and
confident with the subjectmaner. They certainly demonstrated a thorough
knowledge of what math reform was about. Despite this fact, some felt that a
lot of teachers do not know about reform or misunderstand the problem-solving
approach
With regard to pedagogical issues such as classroom management, the
respondents stated that the reform approach does require a shift to a different
style of teaching. As Heaton (2000) explained, the movement from rote
memorization and mechanical answer-finding to reasoning and problem-solving
involves a major adjustrnent, particularly from teachers who have been
conditioned to believe themselves to be the experts with a heavily prescribed
curriculum. Trying to create the concept connections in "mathematical
communities" that the reform approach demands, is certainly a daunting task
for many and the participants identify those problems
The teachers in this study do seem to feel, however, that many of their
concems would have been beneraddressed if the new approach had been given
a fairchance. There was the recognition in many responses though that
investigative leamingis not necessarily abenerapproach and a greai deal of
supponis till prevalent forthedriJl and praClice methodology or at least a
combination of the two styles of instruction.
Question 4: What are teachers' attitudes to\ ards opportunities for
profes ionaldevelopment? Do they feel they have enough assistance in
teaching according to a new approach? 00 they believe they need more explicit
and helpful guidance in meeting reform goals?
Almost all participants were critical of the amount andlor tirning of
professional development. One major problem identified was that PO was
often done aflertheactual implementation of the courses when teacherswere
"knee deep in the curriculum." ManyrepondenLSthoughtthatmorein-
servicing, more professional coUaborationand resource sharing should be
happening. Others felt the Oepanment should provide more practical resources
and more direction and clarity with regard to curriculum expectatiorts. The
concern was also expressed that we need to keep pace with the amount of in-
servicing and support provided in the Western provinces if we adapt the
Practically all respondents replied that students today are not belter
prepared for post-secondary education than in the past, and the reform approach
was implicated for at least some of the blame. Regarding recommendations for
improvement, the new Western Protocol was heavily endorsed but only if there
is proper implementation, with professional developmentandsupportprovided
in an appropriate and timely fashion.
Despite not being consulted on the decision to adopt the Western
Protocol, study participants reported being very supportive ofthedecision.
They feel it may give rise to a workable hybrid of the problem-solving approach
and the traditional methodology especially ifitincludes belter, more user-
friendly resources. Once again, from the AERC Final Report, it is important to
note that "curriculum change that would take place under the recommended
approach is not intended to tip the scale back to a purely procedural or
algorithmic approach to mathematics"(p. 92).
It can not be stressed enough that teachers are at the heart of educational
change and it is they who must operationalize any new approach and make it
practicable. As Eisner (1994) points out, the school must be a growth
environment for the teacher ifit is to also be an optimal growthenvironmentfor
the student. The AERC also notes that, "Improvement requires change. While
changemaybeengenderedbyhighlevelpolicies, .... noneofthesepoliciesisof
any use unless something happens at the level of the teacher and the student (p.
13)."
The objectives of this study were to increase our understanding of the
impact of math reform on Newfoundland teachers in their working
environment, to learn the factors that affect its implementation, and just how
comfortable teachers are with the process. These objectives have been met, and
the results will contribute to further work on this very controversial subject.
This research is significant because it extensively contributes to the Iiteratureby
providing empirical research for an under-researched context, that being
Newfoundland and Labrador. Further research could focus on a single aspect of
mathematics reform such as its role in professional development, its
implications for student evaluation, or its meaning for the specific stakeholders
in reform. Certainly subsequent research into the impact of the WNCP
protocols would be invaluable to determine how mathematics teachers have
changed their beliefs and attitudes after implementation in the mathematics
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• How much teaching experience do you have? In how many schools have
yOUlaught?
• Do you have a degree in mathematics? Ifnol, what training do you have in
mathematic?
• What grades do you presently teach?
• Do you think your training has adequately laught you to teach mathematics?
• Has your own experience as a student intluenced the way you teach
mathematics?
• Is there anything else you could tell rne about your career pathway?
Classroom Management
• Tell me about your style of teaching. How do you conduct atypical class?
• Whatdoyoudotoaccommodateindividuallearningstyles?
• What do you feel leads to success with your students? What causes students
to be unsuccessful? Can you relate specific examples?
• Ooyoufeelstudentshavemoresuccesswithproblem-solvinglasksvs.drill
and practice? Can you give some examples?
• Do you feel that tudents have more long-term retention of skills using the
problem solving technique versus drill and practice?
• Do you find it difficult to meet current curriculum outcomes? Why?
• Based on individual student interests, if the situation diClates, are you able to
supplementthecourseSCO's?
• What enrichment activities do you provide for students who excel in
mathematics?
• Do your students partake in any extra-<:urricular activities in mathematics ie.
Math league, math contests at MUN (in NL) and University of Waterloo
(country-wide)?
• Tell me what you under->tand math reform to be.
• Do you think the reform method works? Why?
• Wouldyou ayyousupportrnathreform?
• Do you feel following the math reform model requires more demands on
your time?
• What ob lacles do you perceive in meeting reform expectations?
• How do you feel teacher.; have modified their practice in response to math
reform?
• Do you feel competent/supported and confident in enacting reformi t goals?
• Do you get enough assistance in teaching according to a new approach?
What can be done to improve this situation?
• Do you have adequate access to relevant resources?
• Do you use your own notes,old books or other resources as supplementary
materials?
• Are you familiar with any useful resources that you feel other teachers may
not be aware of? Why is it significant?
• Do you feel you have been getLing adequate professional development,i.e.
in-service,surnmerinstitutes, fonundiscussions? IssuchPDbeingoffered
before the courses are introduced?
• What professional development improvements would you support?
• Do you feel parents support the math reform ideology?
• Why would the Department of Edueation upport math reform?
• Ha eyoupilotedanycourses for the Department of Education in relation to
math reform?
• Do you feel the Department of Education responds to feedback provided b
teachers in suchmatter.;?
• Do you think teacher.; are responding well to math reform methods?
• Do you teach any courses that arealTected by the current decision to adopt
the"WestemProtocol?"
• To what degree were you consulted about this maner?
• Does this decision have any implications for you as a teacher ie. changes in
your workload or style of teaching?
• How do you assess performance in your math courses?
• How important is homework, in your opinion? How much time do you feel
ana erage student should spend at homework?
• Do you think math courses are too often taugltt "to the test?"
• Do you feel pressured to have your tudentsperforrn well on common tests?
• Do you spend an inordinate amount of time preparing students for common
exams i.e. public exams?
• Are students better prepared for post- econdary education today than in the
past?
• Ho\ useful do you find the course textbooks with regard to meeting the
course outcomes?
• Do you think, in general, that the math program is adequate? Explain.
• Whatchangesdoyourecornmendforimprovement?
• What about the future? Do you see the controversy being resolved?
• Is there anything else you would like to share to further explain your
viewpoint on math reform?




